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Drummond's whereabouts

which continued today its inquiry into
the relations, between the Southern
Pacific railroad and the Welis Fargo
Express company, Vice President and
General Manager Christiansen of tne
latter declared that parcel post competition had caused the company to
lose 31,7 per cent of small packages
since the first of the year, when tne
government service was established.
In the same period, he said, the company's revenue had been reduced 33
per cent, and this percentage, he affirmed, held good for all othes express
companies.
"We are confronted," he asserted,"
"with the proposition of increased expenses, decreased business and decreased revenues. The competition
demands increased service, an.d while
we have increased the service, our
net profit has shrunk since as far
back as 1910. In 1909 we made a net
profit of 13 per cent; In 1910 this
shrank to 11 per cent; in 1911 to 8
per cent; in 1912 to 6 per cent, and
in 1913 it will be 4 per cent."
"Per cent on what?" asked Commissioner Gordon.
"On the money we take in."
"Not on the investment, then?"
Christiansen shook his head.
"But wasn't it in 1910 that Wells
Fargo declared an extra dividend of
$24,000,000?" asked Gordon.
Christiansen said he did not know.
He then went on to say that the company had failed in its efforts to reduce operating expenses and that it
had adopted many reforms.

HIS OFFICIAL

known ever since he violated his parole, but there has been no effort, to

bring him back,

;"

lURET'S IDENTITY
LEARNED AT LAST
HIS CORRECT NAME IS HEIBING
AND HE HAS A BAD RECORD
IN GERMANY

Hamburg, Germany, Sept. 20 The
police here today identified as Arthur
Heibing the man now detained in New
York as "Dr. Ernest A. Muret" and
under suspicion of being concerned
with the confessed murderer, Father
Johannes Schmidt, in his counterfeiting operations.
Heibing was born at Nakel, in the
province of Posen, in 1887. He resided at Hamburg from 1904 to 1909,
posing variously as a merchant and
He
Insurance agent and physician.
lived in about 20 different lodgin"
houses here.
Heibing became a member of the
Hamburg Young Men's Christian association under the name of Muret.
and was repeatedly in trouble in the'
courts. He disappeared "from Hamburg at the end of 1909, and warrants
for swindling frauds are still out
against him, both in Hamburg and
Berlin.
Planned to Kill Cripples
New York, Sept. 20. All the death
certificates filed since the first of
the year, 15,000 in number, were ex-

TRIP

PASSES THROUGH HERE ON HIS
WAY TO CENTRAL AMERICAN
'
COUNTRIES

amined today to ascertain whether
they Included any paper forged by
"Father" Hans Schmidt to conceal
the murder cf bther persons besides
Anna Aumuller.
Schmidt has confessed that he pre
pared these blank certificates for
the' purpose of accounting for the
death of persons hopelessly sick or
crippled whom he meant to kill painlessly for their own good. He denied,
however, that he had put his plan ivAo
effect or that he had any victims besides the girl, portions of whose body
still lie beneath the waters of the
Hudson river.
Revolvers found in the quarters of
Schmidt and of Ernest A. Muret have
given the detectives additional reason
to believe that the association between them was closer than they have
admitted. The weapons are alike in
nearly every detail and mads at the
same factory in Germany. The am-- !
munition with which they were loaded is the same make. Muret says he
bought his pistol eight years ago in
The police believe that
Germany.
Schmidt got his revolver at the same
place and at about the same time.

Felix Martinez, recently appointed
by the state department as president
of the
commission,
passed through Las Vegas this afternoon on his way from his home in El
Paso to Washington where he will
spend sort time and later embark for Central and South America where he will fulfill his official mission.
Mr. Martinez is a former resident
of Las ,Vegas and is well known here.
A large number of his friends met
him at the train and showered him
with congratulations and best wishes
in his work. Mr. Martinez stated this
afternoon that he realizes the importance of his mission to the sister
countries but that he is leaving: full of
confidence and with the sole ambition to succeed.
Mr. Martinez expressed himself as
anxious that the Mexican situation be
quieted soon. He sail that possibly
he might return to the United States
through Mexico, providing4 conditions
POLICE CHIEF FIRED
will permit. Mr. Martinez did not
20. The
N. Y., Set.t.
Jamestown,
dine here, passing up his lunch in
common ciuncil of this city voted tohis
friends.
order to visit with
day to sustain charges preferred
Frank A. Johnson, chief of poagainst
AIRSHIP'S GREAT FLIGHT
lice for 21 years. At a meeting of
naval
new
20.
The
Berlin, Sept.
the council Monday formal charges
Zeppelin dirigible arrived here today,
will be presented looking to his refrom
first
her
made
trip
having
was capin It hours at an average moval from office. Johnson
Guard
local
National
the
of
tain
a
an
hour
50
miles
against
speed of
during the
wind. The dirigible is a sister
war.
wan
The
charges against him include
which
destroyed
ship of the one
in a gale off Helgoland on September immorality, intoxication and neglect
of duty.
9. when 14 men lost their lives.
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Washington, Sept.. 20. Secretary
Wilson today dispatched Ethelbert
ognized the right of Lieutenant Gov- Stewart, chief clerk of the bureau of
ernor Glynn to perform the duties of labor, to Denver, Colo., to act as mediator in the impeuding coal miners'
acting governor.
j
'!: c ..
Sulzer's action yesterday in trans- strike.
ferring certain criminal business to
the attention of Mr. McGlynn, said
Denver Knows Nothing About it
the counsel, had no bearing on tne
Denver, Sept 20. Deputy Labor
question Qf Sulzer's present status.
Commissioner Edwin V- - Brake and
"Governor Sulzer," said Valentine representatives of the United Mine
Taylor, his personal counsel, "con- Workers and the southern Colorado
tinues to maintain the position which coal operators today stated that they
has been argued by his attorneys be- had received no notification of the apfore the court for the trial of impointment of Ethelbert Stewart as fedpeachment that the impeachment pro- eral mediator inthe impending strike.
ceedings against him are null and
It was assumed here that Mr. Stewvoid and of no effect, and that he is
art would act in an unofficial manner
the governor of the state and that ne in an
endeavor to avert the walkout.
is now entitled to exercise all of the
functions of the office to which he
was elected."
BANANAS RETAINED
The statement of Mr. Taylor that
Governor Sulzer had not recognized
CN THE FREE LIST
Mr. Glynn came as a great surprise
to the office of the acting governor.
With, the receipt of the communication from the governor's secretary SENATE DECIDES TO ABIDE BY
THE ACTION OF THE HOUSE
yesterday it was believed that the
IN TARIFF MATTER
to
Mr.
of
exercise the
Glynn
right
functions of governor had been recWashington, Sejt. 20 The tariff
ognized.
conference committee today voted to
Lethis
Executive
morning
During
leave bananas on the free list After
gal Assistant Owen L. Potter, thinka long controversy in which the Ining Mr. Glynn had been recognized,
was
offered his services to the acting gov- fluence of President Wilson
of
in
continued
the
free
favor
thrown
ernor. Other attaches signified their
of the fruit, the senate
willingness to take orders from Mr importation
receded from their attempt,
conferees
Glynn.
which would have imposed a duty of
of one cent per pound.
senate
conferees also gave way
The
GARRISON
IliV
as to the duty on lemons, limes,
grapefruit and similar fruits leaving
TO GET OUT OF JAIL the rate as fixed by the house, based
on the measurements of packages.
The senate had fixed a flat rate of
FRIEND OF GOVERNOR SULZER
of one ner rent per pound. The
EMPLOYS COUNSEL TO
house raHes agreed to are a slight reASSIST HIM
duction over existing rates.
Two other important decisions deAlbany, N. Y., Sept. 20. Compared finitely removed the proposed- counwith its activity in the earlier part
tervailing duty against wood pulp and
of the week, Albany was a' deserted
Imposed a countervailing duty against
city today, as practically all of the potatoes when imported from counprincipal figures in the Sulzer im- tries imposing duties on like imports
peachment trial were out of town, from the United States. The senate
tho court of impeachment having adhad. struck out the wood pulp counterjourned until Monday, and both houses
vailing duty imposed by the house, and
cf the .legislature until Thursday.
the conferees today ratified that acCrumsel for James C. Garrison; the
tion.
icv.'tpaper man and former state emThe ten per cent countervailing duploye, jailed Thursday when he reon potatoes, adopted by the conty
fused to answer questions propounded
also was a senate amendment.
ferees,
of
the assembly,
by the speaker
f
A
compromise at about one and
planned to start a legal fight in the
a
on
was
cents
reached
pound
meanclaimant's behalf today. In the
on which Greek im
time Garrison remained in jail. He Zante currants,
a hard fight
made
had
porters
said the experience was novel and not
The house provision putting press
unpleasant.
clothes used in cotton seed oil mills
on the free list was accepted. The
OPIUM SMUGGLERS CAUGHT
senate members also receded from
20.
Ki Paso, Tex.,
Sept.
George
their rate on hats, and the house rate
Olin Pool, alias "Snake" Pool, was ar40 per cent ad valorem whs adopt
of
rested ,here today by United States ofed.
a
ficials, charged with being
fugitive
from justice in California, Federal
AMERICANS WIN MATCH
officials here say that Pool is wanted
Sea Girt, N. J.,' Sept. 20. By a narin San. Francisco on a charge of conrow margin of 15 pomts the United
spiring to smuggle opium from Mex- States rifle team won, the North
ico. They say an organized gang has
American match - vy in the interbeen smuggling opium and selling It national and i'
..e shooting tourall along the Pacific coast as far nament
north as Seattle and Portland
Only the United States and the ArSimultaneously with the arrest here
gentine representatives competed. The
of Pool, San Francisco men arested T team scores follow:
Andrews, the local federal officials
United States, 2,259; Argentine,
Pool has recently completed
say.
terms in the United States prison for
The Argentine team's work on the
smuggling opium. He got one sen- long ranges was sensational. Until
tence at El Paso and one at San Fran- they cams here In the late summer
cisco and served both terms
for practice the members had not shot
on any range longer than 300 yards.
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HINGTONWILL

HE

WILL MAKE HIS FIGHT ON THE
A BIGAMIST CAUGHT
CLAIM HE HAS NOT LOST
St. Louis, Sept. 20. The authorities
interPREROGATIVES
of St. Louis county were little
ested today in the news of the surrender at San IMego, Calif., yesterday
ON
GOES
THE
EXPENSE
STILL
THE EXECUTIVE
of C, R. Drummond, convicted bigam- IS
ist. Although Drummond is wanted
EFFORTS TO CURTTAIL OUTLAY in St. 'Louis county for the violation DECLARES HE WILL CONTINUE
of his parole, Sheriff Bode said toHAVE
FOR OPERATION.
TO
BE
UNTIL
OUSTED
day that he would not go after the
BEEN FRUITLESS
FROM
OFFICE
HIS
member of the wealthy tobacco famiii
ily unless the expenses, $200, were
San Francisco, Sept. 20. Testifying paid in advance.
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 20. Governor
before the state railroad commission,
have been Sulzer denied today that he had rec
MENTS, PRACTICALLY,
BY
MAIL

20,

AID

GLYNN

GER SAYS PROFITS HAVE
DECREASED

SEPTEMBER

I

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

Calumet, Mich., Sept. 20. RepresenTWENTY-ON- E
WAS
tatives of the Western Federation of
Miners will tour the iron mining districts of Minnesota and Michigan for
TO
A
aid for the striking copper miners, it
was announced today. The Mesaba
range of Minnesota will be the first
A
TO
to be invaded.
The general impression seems to
be the operators will reject the ar
SAYS CHIEF CLERK OF THE BUREAU ONE OF THE VICTIMS, J. P. BALDY,
GOVERNOR
bitration proposition submitted by IMPEACHED
MAY DIE AS RESULT OF
OF LABOR SENT TO DENVER
CANA.
Moffit of the federal depart
John
YESTERDAY'S ACTION
ment of labor, although, Mr. Moffit
BY
SECRETARY
NOT BE SO CONSTRUED
INJURIES
himself is hopeful of the success of
his mission. It was quiet throughout
A
KANSAS
PROCEEDINGS
ARE ILLEGAL TO ACT AS
MEDIATOR NEAR MANHATTAN,
the strike zone today.
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BUSINESS

WIFJE

laiijf

i
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THE AERIAL DERBY
Aerial der
London, Sept.
by. an aeroplane nice cf 95 miles, the
course forming a complete circuit, of
London, was won today by Gustave
Hamel, a well known English airman,
There were 11 entries. The race

THAW IS

1.

HFLPII

HIS LAWYERS

stated from the aerpdrome at liendon,
the first flying machine leaving at
o'clock and the others at intervals of
one minute.
W. L. Brock, the only American LAW BOOKS ARE BEING SEARCHaviator In the race, finished sixth. The
ED FOR PRECEDENTS BEARother competitors were two FrenchING ON HIS CASE
men, a Swiss and seven Britons. Ha
mel won $1,000 and a gold cup valued
at $300.
HIS
MOTHER
COMINS
IS

DELVE

!

SNUB FOR PANKHURST
LEAVE RAILS
COACHES
SHE WILL CONFER WITH ESCAPNiagara Falls, Ont, Sept. 20. The
EIGHT MILES FROM THAT
ED SLAYER REGARDING
Federation of Women's Clubs of
PLACE
HIS OFFENSE
America will give no official recognition to Mrs. Pankhurst, the militanj
RAIL IS CAUSE Britisfrsuffragette, when she arrives GOVERNOR
DEFECTIVE
in the United States. This assertion
was made today by Mrs. C. S. McMa-hon- ,
OFFICIALS OF THE ROAD WILL
of the legislative board of the HE HAS NOT BEEN PREJUDICED
ENDEAVOR TO FIX THE
IN REGARD TO EXTRADIfederation, which Is now in session
here. She is a voter in the state of
RESPONSIBILITY
TION HEARING
EIGHT

.

Utah.
"We don't believe in militant methManhattan, Kas.,
Twenty
ods
to gain the ballot," said Mrs.
passengers were injured, one probably
"but we do believe in political
40
when
passenger train No.
fatally,
on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific equality and we sincerely hope the
will come when all tho women in
railroad, eastbound from Denver and day
Colorado Springs to St. Louis, was the United States will have the privi
derailed on a curve a mile west of lego of the ballot on an equal footing
with the men."
here this morning.
One
the
rails.
left
coaches
Eight
of them, the Bteel baggage and, smokBRYAN'S LECTURES
ing car combined, rolled down a
embankment, turning over three
times and landing upside down. The
NETTED
smoking compartment was full of
passengers, most of whom were injured, but none seriously except J. P.
Baldy of Herrington, Kas., who was SECRETARY OF STATE SAYS HE
crushed by a falling trunk. Be probLOST BUT SEVEN DAYS-TIMably will die. J. O, Thompson, conMAKING IT
ductor, was also seriously injured.
The smoking compartment was inWashington, Sept. 20. Secretary
undated and the passengers bespatter- Bryan will conclude his Chautauqua
ed by a flood of cream irom a con- lectures for the season tonight with
signment in the baggage compartment. an address at Watertown, Va.
A defective rail is said to have causMr. Bryan issued this statement:
ed the accident. The train was run"This evening is the last of the
it Chautauqua lectures fijr this season
ning about 20 miles an hour when
'
" "." V
left the rails.
The total income from chautaiiqua
lectures this year is a little over
The net receipts, after taking
RACES CALLED OFF
out the necessary expenses, are someSavannah, Ga., Sept. 20. At a meetthing over $G,500. The number of
ing of the hotel maangers today to con- whole week
days which hae been
sider offering financial assistance to used
forthe lectures is, according to
the Grand Prize and Vanderbilt cup my
recollection, seven. The remaindraces Thanksgiving day, Arthur W. er of the lectures have been delivered
Solomon, secretary of the Savannah at places near enough to this
city to
Automobile association, said that it leave in the afternoon, some times as
was quite probable that the races late as 3 o'clock. I would not assume
would be called off. A lack of entries that the public was interested in these
is given as the cause.
details, were it not for the fact tnat
the representatives or a few newspapers have regarded It. as a ma'. r of
great importance."
CCUSEU LEGISLATOR
When Mr. Bryan was asked if he
would lecture any more during his
PLACED UPON TRIAL connection with the state department,
he replied:
"I expect to lecture
whenever I
J. P. LUCERO SAID TO HAVE AC- deem it desirable or necessary to do
CEPTED BRIBE FOR VOTING
so, and have not in tho least altered
FOR FALL
the plans which wore made at the
time I assumed the duties of the ofSanta Fe, "N. M., Sept. 20. J, P. fice. The criticism that has been diLucero, representative from Rio Arri- rected against my lecturing is no
ba county in the first state legisla- more bitter than the criticism I have
ture, is on trial In district court here undergone at other times and for
today charged with the solicitation of other things during my connection
bribery in connection with the elec- with politics.
"A part of this criticism is maliction of A. B. Fall to the United States
senate last spring. Four legislators. ious, a part of it is partisan and a
Julian Trujillo, Manuel Cordova, Luis part of it is based upon misinformaR. Montoya and the defendant, were tion. That which is malicious will
indicted on charges growing from the answer itself, that which is partisan
incident when mounted policemen ar- will be accepted as such, that which
rested them in the act of taking $500 is based on misinformation will cease
each from Elfego Baca, supposedly to when the critics are better informed.
"No man should enter public life
vote for Fall for senator.
The men were tried by the house of it he objects to criticism and he cannot stay in public life if he permits
representatiyes and acquitted, but later indicted by the grand jury. By criticism to turn him from doing what
he thinks is right. He must decide
agreement, but one case will be tried.
his duty for himself and is answerable
a
Attorneys for the legislators filed
to the public for any mistakes ho
demurrer to the indictment. It was
makes. I regard lecturing as i enoverruled, and the trial of the case
legitimate field. I lectured betirely
will
It
proceeded.
hardly be finished fore I was nominated for the
presitonight.
dency. I lectured between campaigns.
I shall continue to lecture and I shall
not believe that any person whose
MO. P. IS DEFIANT
Is worth having will think tne
opinion
Jecerson City, Mo.( Sept. 20. Genme because I do so. Thlv
of
less
of
Missouri
Solicitor
the
eral
Clardy
lecture subject far the
closes
the
Pacifio railroad today notified the
present."
public service commission that the
railroad would not comply with the
UNION VETERAN DEAD
ruling of tho commission that through
rates for continuous shipments over
Chattanooga Tenn., Sept. 20.- -A. F.
two or more Une3 must prevail over Corbley, a Union veteran 73
ynrs old
the higher local rates.
of
Branch N. J., was found dead
Solicitor Clardy says such a rule la bed here this morning. Corl.ms
is unjust, as extra work Is required death was the fourth in the ranks of
to transfer shipments from one line the veterans during the. G. A. it. , to another.
campment.
Sept. 20.

Concord, N. H., Sept. 20. The plana
for the defense in the extradition pro
ceeds against Harry K. Thaw today
awaited the approval of the fugitive's
mother and sister, who, with, the lat
ter husband, George Lauder Carnegie, were expected later la the day.
Thaw was anxious to explain to nisi
family his reasons for placing Ms case
wholly in the hands of his New Hampshire counsel, who are working in
complete harmony with, former Gov
ernor Stone of Pennsylvania, the per
of the. Thaw
sonal representative
family.
Reports that Governor FclUer was
inclined to give Thaw his liberty and
leave the final disposition of the case
to the federal courts finds no support
in a statement from the executive today In which he said he would approach the extradition proceedings on
Tuesday with a perfectly open mind.
His only determination was, he said,
that Justice should be done.
Thaw said that he was ready for another hard day's work with his correspondence and the Ishhooks which
he is searching for precedents tearv
ing on his case.
a
re working very
"My counsel
hard," said he, "and I shall do ray
part'."
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MEXICAN REBEL COMMANDER
TURNED DOWN BY THE
WAR DEPARTMENT

IS

El Paso, Tex., Sept. 20. Through
tho revolutionary Junta hero General
Vcnustiano Carranza has asked permission to enter the United States in
from Nogalos, sonora, to Ciu-da- d
Porfirio Diaz to rejoin his rebel

transit

commands.
General Carranza has been la Sonora in conference with the rebel
chief3 there and desires to return il
rather than through the mountain passes by which he entered So- -,
Tho war department, through
r.ora.
General Hugh L. Scott, declined to issue such a permit and referred tho
rebel leader to the state department.
Braulio Hernandez, former secretary of state of Chihuahua, secretary
of the Maderista junta here and representative In Washington la 1910,
and now one of Maximo Castillo's
chiefs, was arrested today by the
United States army and Is now being
held at Fort Bliss on the charge of
violting the neutrality laws. Hernandez's family has beca living In El
Paso, and Hernandez crossed the border several days ago and came to El
Paso, announcing at the time lhaf he;
was through with revolutions.
by-ra-

No Word far Huerta
0.
General
Felix
Paris, Sept.
Piaz, candidate for the Mexican presidency at the coming elections, baa
not, up to a late boor this afternoon,
received any word from Provisional
President Huerta concerning his
to Mexico, He.
tho On?
visiting a number of friends lore.
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to find such instances of the worship
of property, points out the Journal
of the American Medical Association.
An excellent illustration of the work
ings of the legal mind in problems of
thiB kind is to be found in a study of
ten notices of Judgment Issued by the
United States department of agricul
ture and giving In detail the account
of ten violations of the food and drug
act. These ten cases deal with chargSTART
es brought against the firm of Hawley EPISCOPALEANS WILL
ASSEMBLY
WITH
THE
LIST
and Hoops, New York, who are in the
IN NEW YORK
candy business. Hawley and Hoops,
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sell what is known as "penny goods;
that is, the kind of candy purchased
by the little tot who has been given
a penny to spend. Ten different specimens of Hawley and Hoops' penny
goods were seized by the officials of
the bureau of chemistry and analyzed.
AH of them were found to be adulter
ated with arsenic and most of them
contained shellac. All of them were
being sold as chocolate candies, yet
the officers reported that some did not
even have the, predominating flavor of
the chocolate. In every case the firm
pleaded guilty. In nine out of the ten
cases no penalty was Imposed, the
court suspending Judgment In the
tenth case a fine of $50 was imposed.
The case in which a fine was Imposed
was the one, and 'the only one. In
which the company had not merely
sold a poisonous product to little chil
dren, but had misstated the net weight
cf the package in which the arsenic- containing candies came! Selling to
little children as chocolate candy a
mixture containing arsenic and shel-lais, apparently, in the eyes of the
law, a trivial offense. But selling the
a dealer a package marked
five
pounds that really contained only four

14 and
AT pounds
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
is a crime!
that
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northern New
!U

PTiCO.
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, Sept. 20. W. J. Andrus
of Aragon, 'hrough his attorneys, is
going to make a test case out of the

TELEPHONES

Mln

five-eight-

2

prohibition imposed by the Santa Fe
Main 9 on Nos. 3 and 4, the limited trains.
He so states in a letter to the state
corporation commission. According
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1913. to his story he was in Chicago and
wanted to go to Albuquerque. He
then bought a ticket to Williams,
MARVELS OF SCIENCE
Ariz., and got off at Albuquerque.
When he left the train he demanded
the
Great 19 science and wonderful
the unused portion of his ticket, which
it
the
of
things
novelty; find variety
was refused him. However he had the
discovers for man to muse upon
Pullman conductor's check for his
of
Thus, from one day's proceedings
and using that he made a claim
ticket,
ia TMMnh association we learn that
to
the
railroad for a refund for the
plants know the secret of sex which additional distance between Albuquerof
not
know
do
why
human doings
que and Williams. This was refused
two Blossoms on tno same twig uue him.
Since then he lias engaged an
a
other
the
will become a male and
firm of lawyers, and says
Albuquerque
female under apparently identical con- ha is
to test the case. His congoing
ditions; also that spelling is "Immoral" tention is that the railroad cannot reand children, should not be worried tain the full fare from Chicago to Wil
greatly about It; also some new? liams for a ride from Chicago to Al
alxnnt the itmosinian, including the buquerque, for the ticket he purchase!
statement that "but for the polygam- at Chicago was bought under protest,
ous habits of the anthropoid ape, man the railroad
knowing that he was gocould ne.vr have become strong and ing only to Albuquerque.
beautiful," the evolutionary process
Apply for Fish
A total of 12 applications have been
depending o the male ape'a perfer-encfor beardless female apes.
sent out by the game warden's office,
All of which is highly interesting In response to inquiries for a supply
but deficient in the matter of proofs of fish from the government's hatch
and explanations of causes. Perhaps, ery for New Mexico streams. These
like Moliere's M. Jourdain, who hac' fish will come from the government
been talking prose all his life without fish hatchery at Leadville, and applicaSnowing It, we are most of us scien- tion for them must be made through
tists In the sense of knowing things the congressman. Although the time
that may or may not be so without has about arrived when the fish car
understanding the reason. Children, starts on Its rounds, nothing has been
indeed, have known all along that heard from it yet although it is exthere was something wrong with pected within the next few weeks.
Still After Elk Herd
spelling, and their elders have long
The state game warden's office yeschosen their wives for their good
loots and been familiar with the fact terday wrote another letter to Conthat women In the "lower levels of gressman F?rgusson reminding him of
a letter written in April, apppiying for
mind" are smarter than men.
50 elk from the herd of thousands
But the British association is to be
which annually almost starve to death
commended for dispelling the popular
illusion that science Is something aus- around Jackson's Hole, Wyoming. The
tere ond remote. Apparently the offi- government had promised state game
cial meetings of scientists have all departments small herds of these elk
If transportation were
paid to get
the conversational charm of a sewing
to their new home. For the New
them
circle or quilting bee. Mr. Bryan
Mexico herd freight would only bave
mkht lecture before the association
to be paid from Wyoming until the
and the Swiss yodellers perform withSanta Fe lines are reached, after
out disturbing the harmony of interwhich they would be carried free. The
ests. New York World.
shipment is expected before the worst
o
of the winter sets In, because the govPROPERTY VERSUS LIFE ernment annually spends thousands of
dollars keeping these animals from
To the legal mind, apparently, the starving to death after the snow gets
on the ground.
rights of property have always seemBankruptcy Proceedings
ed of more importance than human
Proceedings to declare Eustice E.
life. F;r
of years it vas
Van Horn of Sunshine creamery fame,
possible fr.r a masi brutally to ma- a
were enacted In the Unitltreat hid
wita loss legal risk than edbankrupt,
States district court by Carl Moss
if be had niched a hare. Gradually
of Mann. J. P. Nash of Floyd and W.
human l.fe brcarrie more valuable; l.ut M.
Rartram of Taft, N. M. Mr. Van
even today it fails to receive the pro- Horn's
debts are listed at $3,500. His
tection that is accorded to property. creditors
are. numerous but Santa
It Is no uncommon thing to find re- Feans do not
figure on the list. Mr.
ported in British newspapers cases Van Horn
resided at Santa
formerly
in which a drunken navy has kicked Fe.
and other wipe abused! his wife, to
receive no greater punishment at the
The United Mine Workers of DisliMids of the law than a paltry fine, trict No. 1, In annual
convention at
while the unhappy wight, who, driven Wilkes-BarrP.
John
by hunger, steals a loaf, is scut, to Dempp"" and the
administrap Swiii. Nor do v. e need to go oversea tion ticket.
Business Office
News Department
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CLEVER, STYLISH EFFECTS
IN SWEATERS, SCARFS AND HOODS

CONVENTIONS

(Incorporated.)

20,

READY

FOR MANY- BIO

By

SEPTEMBER

several

Here are garments of real class distinguished by authentic style features, soft,
lustrous yarns, carefully knitted and fashioned to meet the requirements of the woman
who seeks style and real cleverness.
Typical Bradley products which are so much
sought after by women of fashion.
,

We are showing a splendid variety of these popular "Bradley'1 parments at prices
which will interest all. All popular styles and desirable colors are well represented
you are sure to find a garment in this line that will fill your requirements.
Newest
in
exclusive
in
headwear
and
most
Scarfs,
shapes
styles
approved models in Sweaters
offers an opportunity of securing the best of style in knit goods, which will be extreme
ly popular this winter.

un-

usually important church coherences
or conclaves will be held during the
coming month and in view of tho
vital questions to be discussed and
decided at some of these gatherings
their outcome is awaited with a great
deal of Interest in church circles
throughout the country.
Bishops and clerical and 'ay deputies of the Protestant Episcopal church
in the United States will gather in
New York city on October 8, to the
number of about eight hundred to attriennial general
tend the forty-thirconvention. It is 25 years sinco a general convention has been held in New
York city and the leading clergymisu
and laymen of the diocese have made
every effort to make the occasion
notable in the annals of the church.
The completion of the new synod
hall at Amsterdam avenue and One
Hundred Tenth street, will afford a
magnificent meeting place for the
house of deputies. The house of bish
ops sits separately from the house
of deputies and will hold its sessions
In Old Synod hall. The delegates will
come from every part of the United
States and will represent the communicants of the Protestant Episcopal
church In this country, of whom there
are about 1,000,000. The convention
will include 100 bishops and 600 deputies, 30O of whom are clergymen and
300 laymen.
One of the proposed, changes In
church law which will come up at the
convention and which, it Is expected',
will be debated with great forceful-nes- s
by the advocates of both sides,
will affect the representation In the
convention, so that such representation in the convention shall be based
on the number of communicants In
any diocese Instead of being the same
for all regardless of the number of
commulcants.
Another matter which is expected
to give rise to considerable discus
sion is the question of changing the
name of the church. This matter has
been agitated, for a long time, but the
views concerning the name to be sub
stituted for the present designation of
the church are widely divergent. A
majority of those who are dissatisfied
with the present name, seem to favor
the name of American Catholic church
Another subject of considerable Importance to be considered is the at
titude of the church to marriage and

"KEETCH" SWEATERS
fit well, wear well and look well.
They come in a
children's sizes all weights and qualities.

The second American Catholic Mis.
sionary congress, under the auspices
of the Catholic Church Extension so
ciety, which will open its session In
Boston on October 19, Is looked upon
as one of the most important Catholic
church gatherings held1 in this country
for many years. Eighty bishops from
different parts of the United States,
Canada, Mexico and other countries,
hundreds of minor members of the
Catholic clergy and thousands of laymen will attend the gathering.
The Catholic missionary work of
the world will be discussed at the
coming congress and plans will be
formulated1, for carrying on this work
with even greater zeal than hereto
fore. The necessity for this is realiz
ed and appreciated by the entire Cath
olic clergy.
The Holy See has appointed the Most Rev. Join Bonzano,
D. D., archbishop
of Mitilene and
apostolic delegate to the United
States, as his special pontifical delegate to this congress, a most signal
tribute to the Importance of the gath
ering.
The seventy-fourt- h
annual session
of the Rock River conference of the
Methodist church will open at the Em
bury Methodist church at Freeport,
111.,
on October 1. The Rock River
conference Is composed of 325 full
members and eight probationers, and
in addition to these there are 92 supserving within the
ply ministers
bounds of the conference. The conference will close Its session on October 6.
The national council of the Congregational churches, which meets once
every three years, will hold one of Its
meetings next month at Kansas City.
Names are already discussed for the
position of moderator of the council.
Among these are President
Henry
Churchill King of Oberlin college, D.
Pereey Jones, former mayor of Minneapolis, and the Rev. Dr. Charles S.
Mills of Montclair, successor of the
late Amory II. Bradley as pastor of
the First Congregational church of
Philadelphia. President King of Oberlin college seems to have considerable
support in the west and northwest.
For the secretaryship there are also
several possible candidates in the
field and a lively contest is expected.

large variety of styles and all desirable colors, in women's misses and

Prices $175 to $7.50

d

divorce.

'

KNIT HEADWEAR

MEN'S SWEATERS

are showing the
"Bradley'' line of knit
headwear which includes
the newest and best styles
of the season.

Our line of men's sweaters is the largest we have
had and includes all desir.
able styles and colors. Also
a nice variety of the Bradley garments.

We

$.$osmwti&L fs Son
EstaUialiod

The office is Important In view of the
fact that the powers and. dudties connected with it .are to be greatly enlarged. It is said to be probably that
the national council will decide to
meet every two years in the future.

IF HEADACHY, DIZZY,
BILIOUS, "CASGARETS"
CLEAN YOUR LIVER AND
BOWELS TONIGHT1
FEEL BULLY I

WASTE-CLOGGE-

D

Get a
box now.
You're bilious! You have a throbbing sensation in your head, a bad

taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin Is yellow, with dark rings
under your eyes; your Hps are parched.
No wonder you feel ugly, mean
Your system is full
and
of bile not properly passed off, and
what you need is a cleaning up inside. Don't continue being a bilious
nuisance to yourself ana those who
love you, and don't resort to harsh
phys.ics that irritate and injure. Re
member that most disorders of the
stomach, liver and bowels are cured
by morning with gentle, thorough
Cascarets they work while you sleep.
A
box from your druggist will
keep your liver and bowels clean;
stomach sweet, and your head clear
for months. Children love to take
Cascarets, because they taste good
and never gripe or sicken. Adv.

South SidoPlaaa

1862

additional Interest to the Metropolitan track and field championship meet
which was held here today at Travers
Island, the summer home of the New
York Athletic club. The list of the
contestants for the various events includes fully 300 names, among them
those of many of the leading amateur
athletes of the country. Mel Shep-parHomer Baker, "W. R. Granger,
the Dartmouth lad, Ollle De Crouchy,
Myles McHugh, Alvan Meyer, Jim
R. B. Glfford,
Hannes
Kolehimainen, the Finnish
runner,
George Bonhag and many others were
among those entered for the various
track events.
How to Cure Cholera Morbus
Many cases of this disease result

fatally before' medicine can be obtained or a physician summoned. It
is easily cured when the proper remedy is at hand. Mrs. Charles Stewart
of Mt. Collins, N. Y., says' "When toy
husband had cholera morbus last summer he used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
it cured him promptly." Every family should keep this remedy at hand.
It only costs a quarter. For salo by
all dealers.
Adv.
MINERS

HAVE FIELD

DAY

Knoxrllle, Tenn., Sept. 20. Nearly
twenty, thousand miners from Tennessee, Kentucky, Alabama, Virginia and
West Virginia gathered here today for
their annual "Field Day" under the
auspices of the Tennessee Mine Foremen's association, the United States
department of mines and the American Red Cross society. For the purSPAIN'S MINISTER
pose of demonstrating to the assembled miners the explosive character
TO VISIT CAPITAL of coal dust the government had its
experimental steel test tube, which is
.used at the Pittsburgh experiment
SANTA FE PREPARES TO ENTER station, brought here and set up. In
addition to the demonstration there
TAIN DON JUAN RIANO Y
were contests between various teams
GAYANGOS
of miners in rescue work, first aid,
Santa Fo, N. M., Sept. 20. Senor etc. Many handsome prizes were
Don Juan Riano y Gayangos, Spain's awarded to the winners.
minister to the United States, will be
the guest of the city of Santa Fe and
of the Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce
on Saturday night, October 4 and
CAPITAL PAID IN
.

Sunday, October 5.
The minister, who is soon to beat
come an ambassador, will stop
Santa Fe on his way back to Washing
ton from San Diego, where he will
represent the king of Spain at the unveiling of the cross to Miguel Jose
Serra, whoso clerical name was "Junl-pero.He was a Spanish Franciscan
founder of the
missionary,
California missions. He founded the
first of the missions in California at
San Diego in 17C9.
The unveiling ceremonies take place
September 25, and the) presence of the
Spanish minister theer will be due to
the efforts of Colonel D. C. Collier,
president of the San Diego Exposition.
Colonel Collier is much interested In
Santa Fe and for that reason has
made arrangements for the diplomat
to stop here, although he has been
overwhelmed with invitations to stop
off at many other places and has had
to decline.
The distinguished
visitor .speaks
English perfectly and travels accompanied only by a valet.

Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
You can do so by ridding yourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kidneys allow uric acid poisons to remain in the blood and rheumatic
pains swollen and aching joints follow. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease
you of the pain and torment. They
will positively and permanently build
up the kidneys, restore their normal
action and keep the urio acid crystals
out of the blood and body. Try them.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.

Swellings of the flesh caused by In.
flammation, cold, fractures of the
bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheumatism can be relieved hv annlvtn?
BAIaLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It
stiould be well rubbed in over the part
affected. Its great, healing and penetrating power eases the pain, reduces
swelling and restores natural conditions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drue Co.

OPENING OF FOOTBALL SEASON
New York, Sept. 20. The college
football season, of 1913 opens today,
although only two important games

Louisburg, Cape Breton, Sept. 20.
The 200th aniversary of the founding
by the French of the military' post of
Louisburg was celebrated today with
a magnificent historical pageant and
public exercises in which Premier
Bordon, Premier Murray, Sir George
Garneau, Sir Charles Townsend and
many other distinguished men took
part.

LOUISBURG

are scheduled, the game between the
Carlisle Indians and Albright college,
at Carlisle, Pa,, and the game
Boston college and the University of Maine, at Orono, Me. Judging
from the schedules arranged for the
various college elevens the season will
be extremely busy and it is estimated that more than 1,100 games are
scheduled among the college elevens
not counting double that number of
games to be played by high school
and preparatory school teams.
n
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Cunningham, President,
Frank Springer,

SURPLUS
150,000.00
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Vice-Preside-
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CHAMPIONSHIP MEET
New York, Sept 20. The presence
of the Imperial Rermsin Olympic com
missioners, who have just returned
from a tour of the United States, lent

200 YEARS

Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
No man with a family to support
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
need he fear It with such a remedy at
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An honest medicine, safe and reliable, costing little but doing much good, Foley
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
tone up the system and
Tne healing demulcent qualities of rheumatism,
restore normal action of kidneys and
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound are bladder. O. G. Schaefer and Red
not duplicated in any other medicine Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an Inferior article. Re
fuse t oaccept it for it can not produce AIREDALE TERRIERS HAVE DAY
the healing and toothing effect of FoChicago, Sept. 20. The fourth anley's Honey and Tar Compound. In- nual show of the Western Airedale
sist upon the genuine, which contains Terrier club was held here
today at
no opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red
the Bismarck Garden and the numCross Drug Store. Adv.
ber of entries and quality of the dogs
shown far surpassed the number and
ROMAN PATRIOTS CELEBRATE
Rome, Sept. 20. In honor of the quality at all former exhibitions.
forty-thiranniversary of the entry
of the Italian troops into Rome and
Adenoids are a Menace to Children
of the fall of the temporal power of
Adenoids result from a succession
the papacy commemorative exercises of colds in babies and young children.
were held by patriotic societies at They spoil the mental and physical
the monuments of Victor Emmanuel, life of a child. The condition that
causes them may easily be avoided by
Garibaldi, Cavour and other distin- careful parents.
Quickly and thorguished men who took active part in oughly cure all colds and throat Irrithe struggle for Italy's independence. tations by the use of Foley's Honey
The day was generally observed as a and Tar Compound, and adenoids will
not develop. O. G. Schaefer and Red
holiday.
Cross Drug Store. Adv. '

$100,000.00
--

Adv.
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get down the field without being
blocked or otherwise molested. This
year, a rule takes account of this by
providing that opponents may Interfere with the throwing side until the
TO
pass is actually made. This rule belongs to the defensive aspects of the
game, but its Inclusion was necessary
Kicks From Close Behind the Line Are the Only Radical Amend- since, if the offense is to bo strengthhealthfully, it must not seek the
ments Harvard Numbers Many Stars Among Its List of ened
aids of technical evasion.
Yale and Princeton Not So Hopeful, the Elis
Candidates
But generally and to all intents
Being Woefully Weak at Quarter First Contests to Occur and purposes the rules remain the
same as last yeaar. The gridiron Is
Within a Week
still 100 yards long, the ball Is put
in play in the kick-of- f
from the forty-yarofincrease the effectiveness of the
With the football season of 1913
touch-bacout
after
line,
punts
matters, fensive side of the game was a ener-a- l
to more definite
or safety are made from the twenty-yardemand on the part of the various
lowers of the great autumn college
line of the kicking team, there
ausport have at least the satisfaction colleges and 'university football
are
four quarters, with
the
of assurance that they stand upon thorities. The defense, it was claimbetween the first and secrests
much firmer ground now than at the: ed, had been legislated Into a domi- ond1 and third and
fourth, with fifteen-minut- e
beginning of last season. Then the nant element, aul mtainly the
the second
intervals
between
rules had been radically amended,' number of tie games which marked and third.
be taken
may
Players
of
and there was a greatdeal of doubt,1 important matches in the seasons
time
and reat
the
from
game
any
in consequence, as to their working 1910 and ttill er.vo not a !ntf color turned once at the
of any
beginning
out satisfactorily in a practical way. to the contention. What seemed to
or at any time in the course
period
a
was
greater
It was felt, too, that so long as the be needed in the game
of the fourth quarter, seven men must
authorities of the sport tampered continuity of attacking plays, while, be on the line of
scrimmage when
with its rules a consistent game, a at the same time, care had to be tak- the ball is
in
and pushing
put
play,
was
en
.iefrure
that the
game involving the exact principles
or hauling of a runner by team mates
not
would
or
apbaseball,
of tennis
is forbidden. The only really strikIn other words', what was desired
pear until after the public had
ing change in the rules, in fact, is
an
was
that
scheme
offensive
would,
weary of the shifting about and
the new, quick punt behind the line
s as
of the
nearly as possible, match resist which will
general
enable any player behind
and turned its interest and ing power. Thus, the question of the
the line to kick the ball forward withto
for
be
distance
necessary
gained
support to more definite matters, says
out being five yards behind the line
continued possession of the ball was
Fair Play in the New York Post.
of scrimmage, as was formerly redeciNow, however, with results of last considered first of all, and the
quired.
season's play in hand, and .analyzed sion was reached to increase the num
This, as will easily be seen, is anto
four that
in all their ramifications, there i3 ex- ber of downs from three
other
sop to the offence,
to
to
in
is
although
say, four tries,
attempting
cellent reason for the belief that the
what
the
teams
different
will
make of
of
instead
ball
the
ten
rush
yards,
winter
the
in
changes put into effect
it remains to be seen. There does,
of 1912 were wise, and that through three tries, as in 1911. This change
seem no doubt that a quick
them a basis was established for the 'was followed by excellent results last indued,
and accurate kicker of the Eddie Har-lanwas
that
of
view
test,
in
to
be
season,
and,
a
evolution of
game qualified
type or, to deal with present
handed down through the years in! regarded as a matter not to be
of the Eddie Mahan type
at
personality,
committee
ed
with
the
rulps
by
form. The great questions
will be able to cause a whole lot of
And
thus
it
winter.
its
last
rule-!
meeting
the
faced
have
which
always
trouble for the defending side with his
makers have been the elimination of stands for the coming season
al- punt. While it is sort ot a relation to
lias
wnlch
The
forward
pass
serious injury and the establishment
the onside kick, eliminated by the
of a proper balance between attack ways had its friends and its bitter
rules committee in 1912, it is a very
as
last.
this
remains
enemies
year
and defence, In the solution of both
,m any distance remote connection, because of the stihe
ibr.i
ball
The
may
will
few
of these problems,
deny that
I'ehinJ fie pulation that a player of the side
gratifying progress was made by the from a position five yards
a
and
of
line
pass com- punting is put on side only after the
scrimmage,
rules committee In 1912, and their
ten
a
within
yards ball has touched an opponent, save of
territory
material
pleted
in
from
refraining
sagacity
as a course, in the case of the men behind
counts
line
alterations of last year's playing reg- back of the goal
1912.
1911, the punter, who, were they sufficientIn
as
in
touchdown
severjust
ulations at the annual meeting
could run down and catch
al months ago Is highly to be com- it will be recalled, a forward pass ly swift,
of
their own kicker, and be
the
punt
and
to
was
tweny-yara
zone,
limited
mended.
their
within
rights. But, In any event,
over
the
could
not
thrown
the
ball
be
In
tho
It may be that developments
the'
new
quick
punt will be certain to
It
approaching season may result In line to a player for a touchdown.
a
element of thrill into
Inject
strong
as
seen
will
thus
be
against
that,
revelations which the games of 1912
the game, and shrewd coaches of one
did not bring, and that, as a conse- the rules limiting means of defense
team or another will undoubtedly
quence, a certain amount of readjust- as they existed in 1911, the 1912 stipmake a great deal out of It;
demas
later
in
ulations
and
theory
ment will be necessary, but the genof coaches,
As to the shrewdness
In
practice operated to
eral opinion of those who have play- onstrated
ed the game and are in close touch enhance the playing power of an there are many who believe that only
with it today Is that at last the sport eleven on the offense. The 1912 a few of the offensive possibilities unhas been stalled on the right uad, rules held that the man receiving the der the new rules were developed last
with season, and that this year Important
nd that, with minor changes from pass should not be Interfered season
eleven.-- will utilize measures In their
time to time, as seems necessavy, the by opposing players; after the
footway to realization of a gamo whose was under way, it was found that, in struggles to come that will make
seem
a
took
constituted
teams
at
as
ball
seme
of
the
minor
present
structure
games,
approxlmatis perfecbody
tion has been laid.
advantage of this rule by pretending new! game. Naturally, to have asked
When the rules committee met to that a forward pass was about to be coaches and teams to draw upon the
consider changes, February Itfore made, and then kicking the ball, thus full scope of possibility afforded by the
last, a system of play which would giving ends and backs ample time to changed regulations in one season

FOOTBALL RULES CHANGES

NOT

CHANGE PLAY STYLE
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varied and shuttling offense which
chances of success than was the casa
in 1912. Although, for that matter.
the rules existing then and now
HEAR DEATH
her Bhowing last year was not bo
seem to provide, and it will always
Don't Sleep Well
much due to Individual faults, as to
be a source of regret to me that the
No Good Reason
BY SMOTHERING the way the material was mlshandkd.
Tigers permitted the opportunity to
Just Can't Sleep
Mistakes In this direction are not like
go by, as they certaily did in the
Yale game.
ly this fall, and whether. Yale turns
out a championship eleven or not
None of the big teams began to Bat
Husband, With Aid cf Cardui,
Some people can't sleep. There
there Is little reason to fear she will
seems to be no special reason. They make the most of scoring possibilinot bring out a representative Yale
Effects Her Deliverance.
have no disease of the nervous sys- ties contained In that clause of the
eleven.
tem. Digestion is fairly good. Their rules allowing a forward pass to be
habits are pretty good. They may
Princeton, anomalously, faces the
ten
of
back
within
yards
smoke a little or drink a little, yet completed
N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, of season with a fino rush-line- material
their hablta are fair. Still they can't the goal line, and in the big games, thisDraper,
place, says: "1 suffered for years,
with very few exceptions, men were with pains in my left side, and would and a backfield that must bs developsleep well.
ed. She lost from last year's fine
Just a little unbalanced In the nerve
to the assistance of the often almost smother to death.
centers. That la al). They should brought up
Medicines patched me up for awhile eleven through graduation Bluthen-tha- l,
twenty-fivthe
within
line
yard
have a little "righting up."
1 would get worse
the center; Captain Pendleton,
again. FinalWithin this but thenhusband decided
A tonlo will generally do this. Tha mark with impunity.
he wanted me to
my
ly,
exla
tonic.
Peruna
a
of
right sort
zone the forward pass, as a rule, was fry Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he back; "Ham" Andrews and "Bush"
actly the tonic. Digestion Is hurried not even used as a threat to scatter bought me a bottle and I began using it. Dunlap, ends; Penfield, tackle, and
The stomach la empty
by Peruna.
than all the mediIt did me more
Mai Logan, guard. Coniins down
and ready to rest for the night Tha the secondary defense and thus ren- cines I had taken.good
from the 1912 eleven are Phillips, a
brain
The
is
circulation
equalized.
der the line more vulnerable. And
I have induced many of my friends to
la relieved ot all congestions and Irrithat this threat is, or could be, made ry Cardui, and they all say they have great tackle; "Stew" Baker, quarter
tations.
blood
a very effective part of the offense een Denemea oy us use. i rrcre never back; "Hobey" Baker (captain), bak;
on
acts
every
The Peruna
has been, and never will be, a medicine Freddie Trenkman, fullback substi
on
all
acts
It
vessel in the system.
was fully
shown by Yale's march to compare
with Cardui. i believe it is tute last
to
centers.
One
nerve
of the
year; Streit, a crack end
begins
down the field in the last, part of the a good medicine for all
womanly trouknows
T
from
a
why.
southern
sleep and hardly
school who was in
ul
game last year, when, bles."
Take a teaspoonful to one
,
substiW.
last
reeligible
Cardui
year;
50
has
For
been
over
meal.
years,
had
as
before
each
euch
of Peruna
fearing a forward pass,
tute
and
woman's
a
last
sufferings
building
and
HalHii,
year,
guard
at
aving
Sometimes another tablespoonful
been made successfully once or weak women up to health and strength. substitute
srwart
hlrti
has
in
bedtime is necessary, where the sleeptackle,
'
twice in that quarter, the Harvard
If you are a woman, give it a fair trial, the
lessness Is very pronounced.
possibility cf a great guard and
Just try It, neighbor. You will b9 team kept its defense spread until t should surely help you, as it has a If "Mike" BoHa, who played on the
nillion
others.
con
One
do.
will
bottle
v
glad if you
almost the very last, and when a
scrub last seaso:i, being ineligible to
Get a bottle of Cardui y.
vince you. Peruna la no Bleep mediseemed
imminent,
Yale
touchdown
contains
nervine.
the varsify then, has survived certain
It
cine. It is not a
Writt to: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies'
no narcotics. It is nothing of that the men closed in and with massed
d'.ficulties .with the faculty, he will
iteciul
Term.,
Advisory Der.Chattanooga,
t
a
sort. It Is simply regulative tonic. defense took the bill from the Blue. Instructions on your case and
book, "Home probably crovd Baker out of the nuar
26.
Treatment
in
should
for
be provided
Womsn,"
plain wrapper. N.C
Every home
There are all sorts of offensive tac
terbaek position. TTamm-v.id- ,
another
with the last edition of the "Ills of
rules
out
of
the
to
he
tics
developed
man Ineligible last yea" 'i3 played
Life," sent free by tho Peruna Co.,
as they stand by clever coaches and point involved will soon oe patched in 1911 should fill a gap at end m
Columbus, Ohio.
students of the game, who are as like- up. In all, Yale has a schedule of entirely satisfactory fashion. Heynl-ge- r,
as not to take up some submerged ten games, Harvard nine games,
a young giant from the freshman
would have been unwarrantable and ly
and convert it into one of the Princeton eight games, Pennsylvania eleven, brother of the .famous Princepoint
unreasonable. A team must walk
issues of the season of play. It has ten games, Cornell ten games, Dart- ton pitcher, is regarded as sure of a
it can run, and equally so with a
before,' and with the lati- mouth nine games, Brown ten games, position In the line Heff
Herring
Not one year and not happened
new system.
tude now provided, surely could hap and so on down through the score or thinks he will be a star and there
two years will serve to drain it of its
more eastern elevens.
are several candidates from the Iresh-man- pen again.
resources if it is a worthy and
Harvard faces the approaching sea,
As to games New York is to be con
team who may be developed.
system. Many prominent
upon having secured for son with prospects of the most rose- Shenk, last year's
gratulated
guard,
coaches and advisers are acting, or a
ate' hue. It is to be doubted, in truth, and Harry Waller, back, were dropped
feature of the season
spectacular
will act, upon the conviction that the
the annual game between the Army If she ever entered upon a period of In the February midyear examinations,
present rules are rife with opportun- and the Navy. A great deal of credit sport with such dazzling prospects. Of and thus two
great players were lost
ity, as set forth above, while a minor- should go to President Harry N. her great last year's cnampionship to the
De Witt, who has playTigers.
It
lines.
on
act
reactionary
ity will
of the New York Baseball eleven, she lost by graduation Cap- ed two years at full for Princeton, Is
Hempstead
will be interesting to see which preClub, himself a college man, and a tain Wendell, Sam Pelton, whose leg not eligible because of having played
vails.
lover of the (gridiron sport, whose was such a terror to both Princeton one year as a.colle?? student on the
The other night I sat at table with
generous attitude was one of the and Yale, and whose absence it. would Pacific coast. Logan Cunningham,
two former football stars both rechief factors in bringing the game to seem must leave a gap; Parmeuter last year's excellent coach, was, not
cently graduated Yale, men, I may say the Polo Grounds.
As I understand from center, and Driscoll, the substi- retained, because he demanded more
who are going to coach teams this
does not stand tute guard. Besides, the Crimson los- money than the athletic authorities
club
York
New
it, the
year. One of them was bristling with to make a cent out of this game. Be es that happy little band ot five who thought he should receive. It remains
enthusiasm over methods of play
side this game, Dartmouth will play trotted into the arena to earn their to be seen whether or not this was a
most of them new which he had de- the Carlisle Indians here, and there H's before graduation, viz., Hollister, penny wise
pound foolish policy.
vised out of the playing code in the
There Is a great deal more to say
will be several important high school Bradley, LIngard, Lawspn, and Grauspring and summer months, while the games decided, so that in all, the met stein. Of the twenty men who assist concerning the coming football season.
other was sternly bent upon standing
ed in the downfall of Yale, nine men Pennsylvania, Cornell,
Dartmouth,
ropolis will have opportunity for wit
pat, as he said, and playing the game nessing high grade football such as remain nine as to numhers, but 1,009 Brown, the Army and Navy all remain
along lines already developed funda- has not existed since the days' when as to quality. There are the two to be discused, but lack of space imtackles, for instance, Hitchcock and pels the deferment of this pleasure
mental lines, he called them. The Columbia was playing the game.
Storer (captain), as fine a pair as
first coach, producing the inevitable
will
Indians
As usual the Carlisle
have
trod the football field in many
two
of
pencil and paper, diagrammed
POSITIVE PROOF
be the first of the important elevens
his ideas for the edification of his to start the season, lining up against a day. Then, besides, there are
friend, who scoffed and refused to Albright today, and on Wednesday O'Brien, Penoclc, and Trumbull, lines- Should Convince tho Greatest Skeptfc
consider them practical, however, al September 24, Yale will play her open men of high standard, and Wiggles-worth- ,
In East Las Vegas
who was substitute center last
Because it's the evMenfce of an
though he admired the boldness and ing game against Wesleyan. The fol
the ingenuity of the conceptions. Un lowing Saturday all of the big teams year.
East Las Vegas citizen.
But it is In the backfield that the
fortunately the two teams which will play against minor teams. Yale
Testimony easily investigated.
aa was
these men are matched to coach will meets Harvard In the stadium at wonderful strength lies, Just
The strongest endorsement
of
we
have
season.
Here
case
the
last
not meet this year, but I shall be In Cambridge this season, and plays
merit.
has been
terested in watching the careers of Princeton at New Haven. Harvard, Huntington, inHard wick, who
The best proof. Kead It:
lum
Maine
the
woods,
summering
The
next
fall, and perhaps', in turn, goes to Princeton.
those elevens
H. Closson, prop. Closson House,
H.
for pleasure, and Brickley, who
If the lessons gained therefrom are Princeton
408 Grand Ave., East Las Vegas, N.
game, it is understood', bering
season
made touchdowns last
through
interesting, If theer be - any morals will be an annual fixture from now on, Irresistible rushes when he was not M., says: "Some years ago while opto point, I will point them, at the although agreements for games thus
a saw mill, I fell and strained
goals from the field anywhere erating
same time not neglecting to name the far have been for one year only. kicking
my back. From that time on, I had
fifteen-yarfifty-yarto
the
the
from
line
Princeton has three extremely hard
teams.
line. And thn Eddie Mahan, pains across my kidneys. The attacks
The unprogressive coach referred games, playing Dartmouth In October freshman
captain last year, a player steadily got worse. If I worked hard
to above went on to argue that in and Yale and Harvard in November, whose
as a punter, or brought any strain on my back, I
qualifications
case of two big elevens! playing while Harvard playing Brown, Princewill
not cause was troubled more severely. If I took
hard many experts believe,
against each other a cleverly planned ton, and Yale,, has an equally
Sam Felton to be especially missed. cold, It settled on my kidneys- and the
trick play was to be regarded by the schedule. Yale plays Brown, Princeton, Then, too, he is a terribly hard man result was that I could hardly get up
Dartmouth is not on
opposing eleven as nothing more than and Harvard.
to tackle when running with the ball or down. I tried plasters, but they
this year, hence
schedule
Harvard
a confession of weakness, as an indi the
in brief, he enters the intercol- brought me little benefit. Liniments
cation that little was expected or the Princeton and Carlisle games are legiate arena with a reputation not failed to help me. I saw and heard
contests. Harvard and
hoped of straight plays, and hence her principal
second to that which heralded the ap- so much in praise of Doan's Kidney
while
neighbors, have not
Dartmouth,
the resort to trickery.
This, of
of Tad Jones on Yale Field Pills that I decided to invest 50 cents
on good terms stnee the game at pearance
course, when the two elevens are been,
a few years ago. Percy Haughton In a box. By the time I had finished
the stadium last year, when the Crim
playing along fairly even. The other
will coach, and there seems no reason half the contents, I could see a great
son charged the Green with being
ccach could not see at this all, and
Harvard should not have every Improvement and In a short time the
of play. For why
when I left them they were arguing overzealous in methods
as
bit
good, if not better, eleven than pain was removed. The action of my
Dartmouth's sake, it is to be hoped
the matter as heatedly as becomes
season. And the 191a Crimson kidneys was regulated, too. If I take
last
surthe
beneath
the
difficulties
two good friends and college mates. that
be it remembered, was ranked cold, It sometimes affects my back
face last year's game Is not the only team,
discussed
other
that
with that captained years ago by and kidneys and the same Is true If
subjects
Among
Dave Campbell.
ni?ht was the game between that
I strain myself. I have had but little
Yale will enter the season with the trouble,
high Bchool eleven of Chicago and
however, since I used Doan's
benefit of the services of Howard Kidney Pills several years ago and I
Everett High, of Boston, played at
in Every I
Jones, one of the ablest coaches in have had to take only one box since.
Fenway Park at the end of last sea
the game, and the usual ccrps of as I willingly confirm the endorsements
son. .
It will be remembered that through Comfort and Safety Assured Before sistants and advisers, not forgetting I have given before."
the Arrival of the Stork.
Walter Camp. There were lost to her
a dazzling array of deceptive plays,,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
the
by graduation last June, Doug, Bo- - cents.
and
Foster-Milburtriple and quadruple passes
Co., Buffalo,
meisler, the great end; "Red" Gal-- , New York, sole agents for the United
like, the Chicago team played rings
lauer, 'Sheldon, Captain Spaulding, States.
around the powerful Boston eleven
Howe, Holliday, Philbin, and Dick Baand buried them under a topheavy
Remember the name Doan's and
ker. Remaining there are Avery, who
score. The man of reactionary tenno other. Adv.
take
was Bomeisler's running mate at end;
dencies had seen the game and was
Carter and Glle, substitute ends, who
cenvinced, as he put it, that the same
Friends Expected Her to Die
should
develop; Talbot and Warren,
The old saying what Is home without
"I sincerely believe my life was
style of play attempted by a big East
Pendle
mother should add "Mother's Friend." the regular tackles; Cooney,
ern team against a powerful rival a In.
saved In the Fall of 1910 by using
thousands of American homes thera
Madde.i, and
would not "amount to a hoot." Per- Is a bottle of this splendid and famous rem- ton, Randall, Harbison,
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diar
that has aided many a woman through Arnold, linesmen; Wheeler, Cornell, rhoea Remedy," writes Mrs. Agnes
sonally, I am not so certain as to that edy
the trying ordeal, saved her from suffering Cornish, Loftus and Dyer, (iiar;ers
he
As
was
friend.
his
neither
and
Booth, Tonawanda, N. Y. "I was
and pain, kept her In health ,of mind and none of them
good and in the back-fielin advance of bahy's coming and had
taken with diarrhoea followed by an
said, the Yale eleven went down to abody
most wonderful influence in developing a
Pumpeliy, hero of the Princeton attack of acute
Princeton last Nevember with the healthy, lovely disposition in the
indigestion. Power of
child.
glame;
Marklej, Wjise, Cast'.es, and the pen fails to
There Is no other remedy so truly a help
portray the agonies I
fully formed suspicion that the TiBeckert.
to nature as Mother's Friend.
endured.
friends
My
expected me to
gers were going to uncork a series the pain and discomfort causedIt relieves
The quarter-bacposition was one die as I had
by the
been unable to get relief
of unheard of plays, designed to snow strain on the ligaments, makes pliant those of Yale's
last
weak
points
extremely
muscles which nature is expandfor so long a time. Thi3 remedy went
the Elis completely under. But the fibresandandsoothes
the inflammation of breast season, but Thompson, who played a
ing
directly to the seat of the trouble and'
plays were not uncorked, and the glands.
eleven
at
the
freshmen
star game for
me In a few hours time." For
Orcured
Mother's
Is
an
Friend
external
the
remedy,
Yale eleven, having played
acts quickly and not only banishes all dis- quarter last year, will be out for the sale by all dealers.
"Adv.
back
went
to
Black
a
and
tie,
will
he
ange
tress In advance, but assures a speedy and place, which, as it seems now,
to New Haven wondering whether complete recovery for the mother. Thug handed to him on a platter. Then
she becomes a healthy woman with all her
Foley Kidney Pills cure obsttn
the Tigers really had anything other strength preserved
to thoroughly enjoy the there is Guernsey, a drop kicker of cases of
widney and bladder t.ronV- rearing of her child. Mother's Friend can last year's freshman eleven, who pos- rheumatism
than the usual stock In trade.
and lumbasro, Kmsr
be had at any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
had
whether
a
they
It is question
and Is really one cf the greatest blessings sesses extraordinary ability. If Thomp- they remove the cause. You can
or riot, hut this much is certain; it ver discovered for expectant mothers. son and Guernsey develop, as there Is take this honest curative nteilidna i
128
to Bradfleld
Co.,
Regulator
to your system without vi'hiz
was an Weal eleven for demonstra- Write
Lamar BIdg., Atlanta, Ga.. for their free little doubt they will, Yalo should right results. Try them. o. C. Scl .v
fullest
the
of
ine
possibilities
of
most
book. Write
Instructive. start the season with far brighter ter
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if face to face, for civility removes difficulties and facilitates the promptest possible connections.
As in other Intercourse, it often happens that two or more people
wish to talk with the same person at the same time. Without
courtesy confusion is inevitable, and the confusion is greater when
the people cannot see each other.
The operators must be patient and polite under all circumstances, but they will do better work if they meet patience and
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CAMERA MAN FOR LUBIN HAS
AN INTERESTING CAREER
L. GUY WILKY

SHOWED

Martin, Airs. Charles W.

HIS

Mrs. --"Ed

G.

Ward,

-

Mrs.
McWenie,
Stephen
Powers, Mrs. James S. Duncan, Jr.,
PLUCK AND ABILITY
Mrs. P. H. LeNoir, Mrs. H. S Van
WHEN IN SCHOOL
Petten, Miss Sara Turner, Miss Mildred Browne, Miss Ella Crawford,
There have been many many argu- Miss Julia Jaffa, Miss Jenette Hkh-leand Miss
ments, pro and con, as to which makes
Mary Kinderdine.
"
4 4
the better man, he who has received
his diploma from a reputable college Rev. Mr. Anderson Is
or the man who has worked his way Welcomed Back Home. ,
One of the largest attended recep-up the ladder, some have one opin
ion, some another, but there Is no tions ever given in the First Metho-doubin the minds of both sides, dist church took place last night when
who is the superior, when both of the members of the congregation
elements meet and blend. That tertaiued in honor of Rev. Edgar C.
He Anderson. The affair was to show
13 Mr. Wilky's position in society.
worked his way through college and the appreciation of the people of the
arrived as second honor man in his church of the good work done by their
to express gratification
class, of the University of Arizona. Be- pastor, and
recent
the
conference in Albu
that
tween each session he secured a po
y

'

t,

'

querque had returned him here for
another yearThe attendance at the reception was
immense, the church being filled to
capacity with 'members of the coa
gregation and the many friends of
Mr. Anderson. Dr, Frank H. H. Rob
erts acted a3 chairman. The chorus
choir of the Methodist church render
ed in a capable way an excellent musical selection nt the opening of the
program. John Rn.y.. a trustee of
the church. wide the welcoming address and
f Vowed by ilrs. Rufus
of the Epworth
Mead, president
League; W. G. Ogle, superintendent
of the Sunday school; Mrs. J. C.
Schlott, president of the Home Missionary society; Mrs. B. J. Aeed, president of the Ladies' Aid society, and
Rev. J. L. Imhof, spokesman for the
pastors of Las Vegas. All the welcoming addresses were cordial and
heartfelt. Rev. Mr. Anderson responded feelingly.
The music of the evening was excellent. Mrs. S. I Relman gave a
vocal solo which was beautiful, her
excellent voice fascinating every person present. I Mrs. Charles O'Malley
delightfully entertained those present
with a violin selection.
Mrs. Mabel
Hall accompanied Mrs. O'Malley. The
O'Malley violin sextette also played in
an excellent manner. Refreshments
were served in the parlors of the
church late in the evening.
1 4 4
Theatrical Season

sition that required not only physical
but mental intelligence and saved from
his wages sufficient wonies to take
him partly through the ensuing year.
"What he lacked he made up by coaching other students and by becoming
official photographer of the University
of Arizona, thereby receiving revenues
which assisted him to hi3 one goal,
graduating, which he did in the class
of 1913 as a Bachelor of Science and
Mining Engineer.
In the El Sahuaro (the annual blue
book of the college) they speak of
Mr. Wilky (those who know him and
that is ever yone in school) as a plain
man, a blunt man, and a honest man.
Mr. Wilky mado teams ' for football
)
baseball
University Glee club
His photography In his University
f Arizona days caused much favorable comment anions the professionals, causing the embryonic idea to
Mr.
(tike root and flourish result:
'Wilky adopted moving picture photography as his profession with startling
buccess, as today, all the reports
from the superintendent of the factory and those who have been fortunate enough to see pictures he has
taken, declare his work second to
(1909-1912-

-

s

(1909-1913-

);

(1909-1912-

none.
Mr. Wilky is a member of the Sigma I'i Alpha, in Rood standing, and a
credit to that noble body of scholars.
Ouy comes from the City of Phoenix.
Ai zona, 'where all good
ar.d where the suit from

farmers grow
Soon
the Salt river Will Op-eOn October 2 the first theatrical
valley keeps one from becoming too
fresh. Notable feature films taken by performance of the season will occur
This
Mr. Wilky for the Lubin company, in the Duncan opera house.
under the direction Of Mr. Romaine Vla "Bought and Paid For," is classan
as
has
ed
excellent
and
production
are "Out of the Ruins of
Fjelding-to full houses since its
Sin," "The Mountain Maid," "A Gen- - been
first
appearance.
tlemau of New Mexico," an industrial
"Bought and Paid For" has all the
on the meerschaum industry; "Scenic
'Sew Mexico," and last hut not least, elements of a popular success; sent!
.that unusual topical photoplay "The ment, drama and fun, and plenty of
Rattlesnake," "The .Harmless One,",1116 latter- - n ls substantial in fibre
"Hiawanda's Cross and "The Higher consistent in story, strong in inter
Law," all of which were taken in and est. anii fresh and natural no less in
about Las Vegas, which later will bethe drawing of its characters than in
or us oiaiogiue,
nnon the screen in the f!itv tne
is in four acts, the scenes
The
play
our
own Las Vegas.
of Sunshine,
Mr. Wilky, will at all times, under of which are laid in New York City
all circumstances, meet all comers in at the present time. The story, briefthe battle of good nature and as an ly, concerns the marriage of Virginia
a $10 a week telephone operaexponent of the art of explaining the Blaine,
to
Robert
tor,
Stafford, millionaire and
taking of moving pictures. His famman
about
their subsequent setown,
lookis
"Welcome
ous byword
you're
of the husband's
result
as
the
paration
ing good."
in drink, and their
final reunion through the power of
Delightful Parties
and a little side aid from a
love,
For Miss Kinderdine.
brother-in-law- .
scheming
at
hostess
was
the
Mrs. B. T. Mills
The story told by good plays, teems
two delightful parties Wednesday and
interest through the acts with
with
Miss
Friday in honor of her guest,
an
in
who
sprinkling of laughter and
has
been
equal
Mary Kinderdine,
Las Vegas for the past week. At both wet handkerchiefs. "Bought and Paid
are mar
parties bridge was played. Decora- For" Ig a play for those who
tions were flags and other patriotic ried or expect to he. It comes to us
emblems and colors. The two affairs with a great recommendation. It
merits have been recognized and inproved to be. enjoyable.
tasteful
a
dorsed wherever it has been seen by
luncheons were served in
a most generous attendance. A play
manner. Those present were:
Mrs. I. Appel, Mrs. J. that can run through an entire seaWednesday
p. M. Acker, Mrs. A. M. Adler, Mrs. C. son and brave the heat of Broadway
H. Behringer, Mrs. C. L-- M. Baily, necessarily has something to guar
Mrs. H. C. Brown, Mrs. F. H. Crail, antee its entertaining qualities.
Mrs. V- - N. Rosenthal, Mrs. David
Hazels, MrsJennie Hazels, Mrs. E, Mrs. Fleming Hostess
W. Hart, Mrs. George Hunker, Mrs. At Two Parties.
Xrtidwig Ilfeld, Mrs. E. L.. Hammond,
..Monday, afternoon at her home on
Mrs.
George
.street Mri Ceore A. Fleming
Fifth
Mrs. II. M. Graubarth,
Mrs. D. entertained at auction "bfidge' iri honor
E.
Johnson,
E.
Mrs.
Fleming,
R. of Mrs. S. B, Davis, Sr., and Mrs. M
J. Leahy, Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs. F.
M. de
F.
Mrs.
S.
Magnin, mother and sister of S.
Losey,
Mrs.
C
Lord,
Frank
Mrs.
B. Davis, Jr., who left for their homes
lyon, Mrs C. II. Schirmer,
Mrs. in the east that evening. At the con
H.
York,
J.
Mrs.
Manzanares,
W. E. Gortncr, Mrs. R. J. Taupert, elusion of the game Mrs. Fleming
,
served dainty refreshments in which
Mrs. W. P. Mills, Mrs. H. S. Van
Miss
a color scheme of red and white was
Mrs. Harriet Van Petten,
Daum
Louise
Miss
carried out. The same colors were
Mary Kinderdine,
used in the flowers with which the
and Miss Ella Crawford.
M.
were decorated.
rooms
Cunningham,
Friday Mrs. J.
In addition to the guests of honor
Mrs. George Kinkel, Mrs. Arthur Tal- ley, Mrs. Roy Prentice, Mrs. Secun- those present were Mrs. S. B. Davis,
l!no Romero, Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Jr., Mrs. J. A. LaRue, Mrs. Hallett
Mrs. E. D. Raynolds, Mrs. Cecillo
Raynolds, Mrs. T. D. Raynolds, Mrs.
Mrs. David Rosenwald, Mrs. F. R. Lord, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. W.
E. Kaser, Mrs. E. J. McWenie, Mrs.
Gilbert Rosenwald, Mrs. R. K.
Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. A. S. B. Rohrer, Mrs. Charles W. G.
T. nosers. Jr., Mrs. Reulher, Mrs. E. Ward.
On Tuesday afternoon Mrs. Fleming
B. Shaw, Mrs. lien Strickfaden, Mrs.
Tan Stnrn, Mrs. Jake Stern, Mrs. V. again, en !i1alned a few friends at a
O. Havdon. Mrs. Marshall Turner. delightful little affair, the game again'"
beina auction. On this afternoon the
Mrs. "W.
Mrs. Charles Spioss,
Hailry, Mrs. John Robbing, Mr. S. M. color 'scheme carried out in both the

Png

Two-course

i.,..,.,

Pet-ten-

Ros-enwal-

i

refreshments and decorations wag red
and green.
Those enjoying Mrs. Fleming's hos
pitality were Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Miss
Ella Crawford of Pittsburgh, Mrs. R.
J. Taupert, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Miss
Mary Kinderdine, Mrs. F. L. Myers,
Mrs. R. F. Johnson, Mrs. E. L. Ham
mond, Mrs. J. A. Talley, Mrs. Roy
Prentice, Mrs. H. S. Van Petten and
Mrs George H. Kinkel.
4
Missionary Addresses
Presbyterian Ladies
Thursday afternoon the Presbyte
rian ladles and their friends met with
Mrs. J. H. Stearns to hear an address
by Miss Hattie Vaughn, a Presbyterian missionary, who was visiting in
the city. Miss Vaughn delighted those
present with a short talk on China,
where she has been stationed. ' Delicate refreshments were served by the
hostess late in the afternoon. Those
present at the meeting were Rev. and
Mrs. Norman Skinner, Rev. and Mrs.
Gabino Rendon, Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. J. B. Dickinson.
Mrs. F. B. January;, Mrs. M. R. Williams, Mrs. Frank Williams, Mrs.
Frank H. II. Roberts, Mrs. F. H.
Crail, Mrs. H. R. McKee, Mrs. J. B.
Reed, Mrs. Mabel Hall, Mrs. N. B.
Green, Mrs. E. J. Scott, Mrs. W. E.
Gortner, Mrs. G. L. Swearngin, Mrs.
W. B. Stapp, Mrs. M. F. Des Marais,
Mrs. H. G. Coors, Mrs. O. E. Burch.
Mrs. Ed Comstock, Mrs. F. Mitchell,
Mrs. G. L. Pritchell, Mrs. N. Jackson, Mrs. Charles Kinkaid, Mrs. J.
R. Baker, Miss Anne George,
arid
Miss C. Smith.
e5
Society
Sorosis Club Meets
With Mrs. 'Higgins
The Sorosis club met Monday afternoon with Mrs. A. D. Higgins for its
second meeting of the year. The
chosen for the year, "The Bible
subject chosen for the year, "The

Literally and HIstoricallp." has thus
far proved to be full of interest. Papers were read at this meeting by
Mrs. li. J. Read, Mrs. J. H. York,
Mrs. C. A. Bruce, and Mrs. A. D.
Higgins. Those present at the meeting were Mrs. R. R. Larkin, Mrs.
Mabel E. Hall, Mrs. J. H. York, Mrs.
M. R. Williams, Mrs. William Howe,
Miss Emma Adlon,
Mrs. Norman
Skinner, Mrs. B. J. Reed, Mrs. W. .1.
Fugate, Mrs. Alice Rice and Mrs.
A. D. Higgins.
V

v

Oinner Party for
Miss Crawford.

Yesterday' evening at their home
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Hammond

enter-

tained at a delightful dinner party
complimentary to Miss Ella Crawford
of Pittsburgh, who is vsHfng in Las
Vegas as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
W. J. Lucas. A delicious course dinner was served followed by a general
social evening. Those present were
Miss Ella Crawford; Mr. and Mrs. W.
J. Lucas, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Fleming,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Schirmer and Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Hammond.
4 4 4
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club
met this afternoon instead' of yesterday, with Sirs. F. L. Myers for its
regular weekly session. A delightful
afternoon was spent by those present.
concluded by the serving of refresh
ments by the hostess. Those present
were Mrs. Stephen Powers. Mrs.
George Kinkel, Mrs. H. S. Van Pet
ten, Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs. B. T.
Mills, Miss Ella Crawford, Miss Mary
Kinderdine and Mrs. J. P. R. Acker.
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Tuesday evening, according to the
1"
present plans of the ' "committee
charge.

SPEC

The Modern Maude Muller

SEL1

THE

CONTEST

LEG

sport she could scarce

pursue
In a hobble skirt and a

peek-a-bo-

JOHNSON OF THE SANTA FE IS
WOUNDED BY TRESPASSER
AT VAUGHN

o.

cent higher and mado
changed to
some additional gains. The close was
to
easy at a net decline of
Smailness of offerings allowed oats
to rise with corn. The range, howA
ever, which narrow.
Demand for provisions seemed to be
fully balanced by supplies. 'Quotations averaged about where they left
off yesterday. The closing quotations
were:
LAS VEGAS FRIENDS INDUCE HIM
Wheat, Sept.. 874; Dec.
May

OFFICER FIELDING ENTERS

A

SBHI'IN

(By G. Douglas)
Maude Muller on a summer's day.
Was not in the meadow raking hay.
Such, rustic

1913.

But although the weather was scorching hot
Albuquerque, Sept. 20. Shot in the
She was trying the steps of the turkey
left leg with a .32 bullet fired by an
trot.
unknown man near the Santa Fe staat Vaughn at 1:30 o'clock yestion
was
he
When the judge came by
terday morning, Special Officer Johnshocked to see
son of Vaughn was brought to Albugown to a jeweled
Through that
querque on a special train arriving
knee?
here shortly before noon and is a patient in St. Joseph's hospital. 'ExamiDid he catch his breath or his shoul
nation by Dr. J. H. Wroth, Santa Fe
der shrug
gave evidence that the
surgeon,
When she changed her steps to the
wound, while of an unusual character
bunny hug?
and extending entirely through the
leg, half way between the hip and the
Well he might have lone In the days
knee, is not necessarily serious.
gone by
The special officer was shot while
When rustic maidens were mostly shy attempting to arrest a trespasser on
the Santa Fe property. Johnson had
But this judge and Maude just made declared the man under arrest and
a pair
was taking him to jail, when the
In a turkey trot and a grizily bear.
prisoner broke away and fired two
shots, one of which, fired at close
They plighted their troth; were martook effect.
ried in Jure.
Johnson believes he will be able to
if captured.
And th?ir wedding march was a ray identify his assailant
time tune.
Accurate descriptions of the man
N
San Francisco Chronicle.
have been telegraphed over the whole
The Santa Fe
southwest territory.
detectives were working on the case
Miss Eartels Is
since shortly after it occurred.
Engaged to Marry.
Bar-tie- s
F.
Louis
Mr.
'Mrs.
and
The special train on which Special
"Today
of 1144 Pennsylvania street, an- Officer Johnson was brought to Alnounce the engagement of their buquerque made a fast run from
daughter, Elsa, to Arthur F. Hewitt. Vaughn, a distance of 158 miles.
The wedding will be an important one When it was decided to bring the
before the holiday season, though the wounded man to the hospital here no
bride-elec- t
has not definitely chosen time was lost in hooking one of the
the day.
giant Mallets to a car and a clear
"Miss Bartels, who received her ed- track was given the special by the
,
ucation at Miss Wolcott's school, is dispatcher at Clovis, on the
one of the rarely beautiful girls of the and by the main line dispatcher at
city, being a 'blonde with hair the San Marcial. The fact that the Santa
color of ripening wheat. Her beauty Fe ran a special train for Johnson
of face is matched by her charming demonstrates the care that the railroad takes of its men when they are
disposition.
"Mr. Hewitt is a graduate of the the victims of an accident or an atSchool of Mines and Is connected with tack while in performance of their
the state engineer's office."
duty.
The above is taken from the Denver Times. Miss Bartels visited1 Las
PEACE PLANS POPULAR
Vegas about two years ago as the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Schaffer
Washington, Sept. 20. Secretary
and daughters and will be remembered by many of the young people, who Bryan today signed treaties putting
bewill be pleased to know of the happy into effect his peace proposals
tween the United States and Panama
event.
and Guatemala. Like treaties now
4
have
been negotiated between this
Ms. Iden Hostess
country and three other nylons,
For Visiting People.
afternoon Airs. Clarence while Honduras has agreed to sign
Monday
Iden entertained at euchre a number a sfmilar pact, and it is expected that
soon will be
of her friends in honor of Mrs. J. B. a similar agreement
Dickinson, Mrs. W. D. Kelly and Miss reached with Costa Rica. Secretary
Ella Crawford, who are visiting In Bryan's plan has been accepted in
A delightful afternoon principle by 29 nations.
Las Vegas.
was spent by all those present, closed
by the serving of refreshments by
the hostess. Among those present
were Mrs. J. B. Dickinson, Mrs. W. D.
Kelly, Miss Ella Crawford, Mrs. H. W.
Kelly, Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs. E. V.
Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs.
Charles Spiess, Mrs. W. C. Bailey, Mrs.
B. T. Mills, Mrs. John Robbins, Miss
Mary Kinderdine, Mrs. E. W. Hart,
Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs. Mary Bear-ingeMrs. J. P. Earickson, Mrs. J. M.
Cunningham, Mrs. Chester Iden, Miss
Louise Daum, Mrs. Charles Trumbull,
Mrs. E. E- Johnson, Mrs. W. G. Hay-doMrs. George Kinkel and Mrs. O.
"''
G. Schaffer.
y

,
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TO

iLLOW HIS NAME TO BE
CONSIDERED

Members of the Lubin Motion Picture company and Las Vegas friends
of Romaine Fielding have inaugurated a movement to have him proclaimed, for the second time, the most
popular motion picture, actor in the
United States. The New York Telegraph, a big, metropolitan newspaper,
has announced a contest, offering a
handsome prize to the moving picture
performer who is declared the most
popular with the American public.
Mr. Fielding had no idea of entering the contest, but the members of
his company and several of his Las
Vegas friends insisted that he do so.
A large number of votes had been cast
for him, too, in New York and some
of the larger cities, without solicitation and purely because of his popularity. These facts caused Mr. Fielding to consent to allow his name to
be entered in the contest.
The Las Vegas friends of Mr. Fielding declare that this contest offers
this community an admirable opportunity for demonstrating Its appreciation of Mr. Fielding and his decision
to locate his company here. They expect Las Vegas to cast one vote foT
Fielding for eyery inhabitant of the
city.
TO PUNISH

OFFICERS

94 Vs.

Sept.

Corn,

Dec.

74 V2;

;73.

Oats, Sept. 4iy2; Dec.

464.

72;

,

43;

May

Pork, Jan. $20; May $20.12.
;
Lard,
May $11.17.
Jan.
Ribs,
$10.55; May $10.67.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Sept. 20. The
stock
market closed firm. Speculation lan-

guished during the day's brief session.
The holiday in London cut off the
chance of leadership from that source
and at home traders saw nothing in
the situation to provide a fresh impulse. Bears were not inclined to follow up the advantages gained at the
opening when they forced down Rock
Island to a new low level for the
movement and unsettled the Pacifies.
Attempts to get back stock revealed
the character of the selling, the market apparently being bare of actual
stocks.
By the time the average had been
restored to yesterday's closing level,
interest in the markt had vanished,
the only feature of financial importance was
recovery in Sterling exchange rates, demand bill?
jumping 25 points to near 486. Scarcity of cotton and grain bills and preparation for remitting runds to meet
the interest and dividend payments
due abroad caused the rise. Bonds
were easy. The last sales were as
follows:
78
Amalgamated Copper
Sugar, bid
,..112
. .
95
Atchison
114
Northern Pacific
93
Reading
93
Southern Pacific
159
Union Pacific
64
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd
1094
the-shar-

Washington, Sept. 20. On recommendation of a board of inquiry, concurred in by Rear Admiral Fletcher,
commanding the second division of
the Atlantic fleet in Mexican waters,
Secretary Daniels today ordered ihe
court martial of Captain Harry A.
Field and Lieutenant Benjamin J.
commander and navigator respectively of the battleship Louisiana,
which grounded in Vera Cruz harbor
August 6. A letter of reprimand has
been sent Encign Robert K. Awtrey,
officer of the deck. The battleship re- ,. KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Sept. 20. Hogs, received only minor damage from the
ceipts 1,000. Market steady. Bulk
grounding and still is at Vera Cruz.
$S.I58.60; heavy $88.50; packers
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
and butchers $8.208.70; lights $8.15
20. Firmness
of
8.60; pigs $5.507.
Chicago, Sept.
cables today helped to hold the wheat
Cattle, receipts 300. Market steady.
market steady and Canadian offers Prime fed steers $8. 75 9. 30; dressed
western
were said to be tighter. The open- beef steers $7.758.75;
A steers $6.758.50;
lower.
southern steers
ing was unchanged to
reaction to slightly above yesterday's $5.608; cows $4.157; heifers $6
closed followed. The close was weak
9; stackers and feeders $5.508.25;
to 1 cent under yesterday's close. hulls $1.506.50; calves $69.50.
Wet weather that threatened to deSheep, receipts 500. Market steady.
lay the movements of the crops from Lambs $6.607.20; yearlings $4.75
farms had a strengthening effect on 5.25; wethers $4.254.75; ewes $3.75
the corn market. Prices started unn- 4.25; stpekers and feeders $36.50.
Bar-thalo-

7

r,

-

The Round Dozen club met Thurs
day for the first time in several weeks
with Mrs.'C. D. Boucher at an enjoyable session. Delicious and tasty re
freshments served late in the after
noon ended the session. Those pres
ent were Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. E.
L. Hammond, Mrs. C. W. Wesher.
Mrs. F. O. Blood, Mrs. F. L. Myers,
Mrs. C. II. Schirmer, Mrs. W. J.
Lucas and Miss Ella" Crawford.
4
Next Friday night at the New Mex
ico Normal University the students
of that school, especially those from other cities of the state, will be thgueets of the university at the annual
party that is given in their honor.
This affair in the past has proven to
be one of the big social events of the
year and this year's party promises to
equal any given in the past.
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's

MONDAY

V v
Young People Have
Informal Jollification.
A party of young people last night
informally formed a party, and, after
taking in all the sights on Las Vegas
White Way, .including
the picture
shows and all the cafes, adjourning
to the Tamme residence on Sixth
street where, an informal dance and
general good time was In Order. The
evening proved to be a royal good
time, as so expressed by one of the
party this morning. Among those
who enjoyed this affair were Miss
Helen Kelly;:' Miss' Margaret . Gross,
Miss Mary Harris,' Miss Sara Turner,
Miss Marguerite Cluxton( Miss Re
becca Henriquez, Miss Emma Tamme,
Mr. John Harris, Mr. Donald Hart, Mr.
Orrin Blood, Mr. Frank Ettinger, Mr.
Cecil Boucher and others.

7 to 9

Calicos for

SILK GLOVES
12

79

Steven's Crash, Worth
v

12c.

Neck-

wear for '

49c

Mikado Crepes, Worth 20c

7 to 9

Messaline Silk
Petticoats
All

Per Yard

Shades. Each

14c
If
e
lieuiern
and Gossard
V11
P '
Corsets

flONDAY
10 Yards Lonsdale

The
I

HI
V

if vi

Store of Quality"
rVn:
.

1-

Muslin

98c

$2.19

Th

'1 1

39 c

Saturday Night

MONDAY

$3.50and$5

50c Women's Siik Hose.
Per Pair

'

i

flONDAY

Per Yard

10c

C.

Plans to organize the 20.000 sleep
ing car conductors and porters in the
United States took form recently
that
club
dance
The Commercial
was scheduled to occur yesterday even- when the Federation of Pullman Con
ductors of America and the Federa
ing at the club rooms was postponed
tion of Pullman Porters of America
conaccount
of
on
weelc
next
until
were incorporated at Syringfleld, 111.
flicting engagements that sprang into
moment.
The
the
last
prominence at
Subscribe for The Optic.
dance probably will take place on

65 and 75c Ladies'

BUTTONS

Double Tips. Per Pair

MONDAY

Johnsen entertained the
Friendship club Tuesday afternoon at
her home at a very delightful meeting. A number of the friends of the
club also attended the meeting. Refreshments were served late in the
afternoon.
Mrs. J.

MONDAY

Black or White

.

Me

modal church met this week with
Petten. Regular
Miss Chelia Van
business of the guild was disposed of
followed by the serving of refreshments and a general social afternoon.
Those present were Rev. J. S. Moore.
Marie
Miss Mildred Browne, Miss
Mann, Miss Phebe Hart, and Miss
Chella Van Petten.

Saturday Night

10 Yards American Print

60c

May

Warner's

RustProof

i

E. LAS JVEGAS.

rj.M? $i

to $4.00

1
1

LA? VEGAS DAiLY OPTIC,

STUDENTS NOT TO DENMARK

PERSONALS

BE ALLOWED

TO

LIKELY

BECOME

Hageberg of Albuquerque was
visitor In Las Vegas today.
business
,b.
Rev. Father Balland of Mora was a
TO
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
G. W. Kichner came in last night
from his home at Trinidad for a hort CITY
IS LAUNCHED
FOR
BASKETBALL
TEAM WILL MOVEMENT
business visit here.
PROHIBITION
OF SALE
NOT
WITH
INTERFERE
R. R. Champion came In this afterOF LIQUORS
SCHOOL ATHLETICS
noon from Raton where he has been
C. E.

"DRY"

PLAY

Copenhagen, Sept. 20. I. C.
Monday evening at the Commercial
of Austin, Tex.,!
leader of the liberal party, has
at
be
a
will
club
rooms
held
meeting
came in last night and will be a busi- which all Las Vegas athletes are ln- - started an agitation Tor statewide proness visitor here for several days.
vlted to be present.
This meeting hibition In Denmark. Not long ago
TXT
r9 TlToCTalonn nrrlVPn 111
' '
will start at 8 o'clock and has been,' the liberal party successfully fatherLas Vegas last night from his home
recalled for the purpose of perfecting ed a bill which enforces important
in
on
the
strictions
sale
of
bars,
liquor
basketball organization. This
Carl Buenbaum
will be handled in a way restaurants and similar places, and
organization
reto
intends to
Dallas, Tex., are in Las Vegas
similar to a City baseball team. Al- the liberal leader evidently
main several days as business visitfollow this up with a law enforcing
varibuquerque, Santa Fe, Raton and
ors.
total prohibition of the sale of intoxous other cities will maintain such
this
returned
wood
Mrs. T. W. Ray
icants in Denmark.
teams this year, and a series of games
afternoon from Denver where she has
During the past few years the Danwill be played.
few
ish people have become more and
been visiting her son for the past
From the, material to be obtained more abstemious
in their habits,
weeks.
this
year Las Vegas should be able to and as the younger generation is esColo.,
E. C. Sparrow of Pueblo,
a team in the field that will carry
came in last night from his home and put
pecially temperate, the agitation for
all the honors. About 20 young
off
will remain here for several days as
prohibition is not based on any growmen have signified their intention of
ing insobriety on the part of the peoa visitor.
competing for places on the team and ple of the country.
W., G. Ogle, the land man, left this
out of this number a fast aggregaIn explaining why the liberal party,
afternoon for Ribera where he will be
can be obtained. The team will which stands for a
tion
next
large measure of
on a short business trip for the
and ath- personal liberty, should be backing
be strictly for
few days.
letes will not be allowed to play should such a bill, Mr. Chrlstensen says alMrs. Ben Strickfadden returned yesthey be students of either of the local cohol is a poison and that the state
Mound
terday evening from Wagon
schools.
should forbid and regulate ts use just
where she has been visiting for the
From the interest that has already as it does in the case of other recogv
past, few days.
been displayed this organization will nized poisons.
Tlarry Hoskins, representative for
the be!?t of sport for La Ve- Until the lato temperance legisla
the 0. S. Morey Mercantile company provide
went into effect Denmark had detion
b"
of Denver, was a business visitor in
pended upon education to fight the
Las Vegas today.
evils
of intemperance, and this is tha
A. A. Gallegos of Villanueva came
h first time the advocates of the prohi-tio1r Inn
TiIcTit frnm Tils ranch to Bt.tenrl
movement have sought governthe meeting of the county commls- ment regulation of the liquor traffic.
sioners this afternoon,
It is believed that the people will
E. F. Shellaberger, William Shella-bersein the proposed legislation
A
acquiesce
Frank Landis and J. D. Hand
in spite of the alleged attack on permade up a party that came in last
sonal liberty, which they feel must be
night from Los Alamos.
limited for the benefit of the communC. W. Wigget, connected with the
ity. Some of the leading liberal paSanta Fe Railway company, came in j
have protested strongly against
pers
last night from Albuquerque for a
the bill, one pointing out that a pershort business visit here.
GIVES BUTLER OF KANSAS CITY son is not educated
by making him inA LACING IN
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Means and Roy
capable of managing his own affairs,
BATTLE
Harter of Sac City, la., arrived in Las
but by letting him live his life in the
Vegas last night and will remain here
possible liberty under the relargest
for several weeks as visitors.
Denver, Sept. 20. In an
sponsibility of himself and the comWilliam Borchelt, a resident of Iowa card here last night Howard Baker of
munity.
Park Tex., arrived In the city last Boulder was given the decision over
The opposition papers attack the
night for a several weeks' visit here Tommy Murphy of Chicago, after 15 minister's new policy, and insinuate
He is looking for a location In New rounds of slow fighting; Stanley Yoa- that it is for the purpose of catctyng
"
kum of East Las Vegas, Pf. M., was votes.
Mexico.
F. W. Hodge, connected with the given the decision over "Red" Butler
Interstate , commerce
commission, of Kansas City, at the end of the ten
fignting, and
By departing for Upernvik, Greencame in last night from Washington, rounds of gruelling
Cem-nitD. C, for a short business visit In "Battling" Chico of Albuquerque, N. land, to wed an Eskimo named
Dana
diew
of
Ellen
Miss
Denver
pretty
Groth,
Earl
and
M.,
Puryear
Las Vegas.
of very clever ish girl, will set a precedent by being
rounds
end
ten
at
of
the
Cx.
a
K Waterman,
former resident
the first known white woman to wed
of Las Vegas, left this afternoon for fighting.
Mur- an Eskimo.
and
On the other hand sevBaker
The
between
bout
his home in Ypsilanti, Mich., after
men
have married1 Eskimo
was
a
Baker
opening tip eral white
gory one,
having been a business visitor here phy
over
and
old
cut
early
eye
an
women,
Murphy's
recently the Arctic
just
for the past lew days.
was unable to- explorer, Dr. Freuchen, took an Eski
in
the
fight.
Murphy
H. E. Fell,; trainmaster of the Secwho continual mo woman to wife. The Eskimo worn-eond district of the New Mexico divi- solve Baker's defense,
avoid punishment.
to
are sa'd to be very pretty.
covered
up
ly
sion of the Santa Fe Railway coma popular one.
On leaving for Greenland Miss
deeision'wae
The
came
in last night and left this
pany,
Yoakum gave Butler a great lacing Groth was given an enthusiastic fare
afternoon for his headquarters at Rastart to finish. He was the well by her friends and on board ship
from
ton.
of the two and easily avoid her arms were filled with flowers
Chester Bebber and C. H. Wagner, stronger
The Eskimo bridegroom is a local
ed Butler's rushes.
both clerks in Superintendent F. L.
bout was fast missionary.
The
Myers' office, left this afternoon for
from start to finish and a hair line
Alhuquerque where they will spend
decision would have been in Chico's
the week end visiting friends and re
favor, who finished fresh and showed
latives. .
little effects of the fast work.
Mrs. T. A. Hayden of Santa ,Fe
Referee Pollock's decisions on all
came to town with the Harvey stage
three bouts met the approval of the
Chris-tense-

W. F. Robertson
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Hearing that Andrew Carnegie had
telegraphed to Copenhagen from Bergen for hotel accommodations; the
city became Carnegie mad, and when
his nephew, George Lauder Carnegie;
turned up instead of the steel king,
he received a reception at the railway
station which caused him to flee in
dismay.
From the day that the Copenhagen
papers announced that the philanthro
pist was coming to Copenhagen the
American legation was overcrowded
with people seeking introductions to
the laird of Sldbo. Many of them
were possessed with a sincere desire
to make the acquaintance of the library donor, hut most of them had
schemes for aiding him in his philanthropic plans. Many women came to
the American minister with most extraordinary devices which they want
ed him to assist them in selling to
Carnegie. One wanted him to buy
what she said was a lock of Abraham
Lincoln's hair, and another wanted
to sell the ironmaster a portrait of
John Kelly at Saratoga. People came
from as far as Norway and Sweden
to interest Carnegie in charitable in- sttiutions in their countries.
When the train arrived the station
was crowded with newspaper men and
townspeople out to greet the Napoleon
of charity, but no one appeared. Some
one in the crowd heard a quiet young
man tell a hotel porter that he had engaged rooms at the hotel in the name
of Carnegie. The shout went up,
"Here he is," and before George Lau
der Carnegie could gain the shelter of
the hotel omnibus he was almost mobbed. Disappointed cf the greater celebrity the people had to content themselves with the lesser, and, during his
stay in Copenhagen, young Carnegie
learned that being the nephew of a
famous uncle entails some disadvant
ages.
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Chico-Purye-

MM

yesterday afternoon and left this large crowd present.
morning again for the ranch. She
has been a guest at, t e;5raneh.j!f
the
4
-'!
past few months.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Scott and two
Mr., and Mrs. Frank Zummach, who sons arrived in Las
Vegas this afterw ere mannied in thf s
city several weeks noon from their home at Carlin, Nev.,
f go, have returned from their wed-din- ? and will remain here for several
trip and will visit in Las Vegas weeks as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
for several weeks before leaving for E. J. Scott of this city. J. W. Scott
their new home in Colorado.
Is a son of Mr. and Mrs, E. J. Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ayer, Hosmer A.
Lawrence Tamme, son of Mr. and
Johnson and George Manley, all of Mrs. Charles Tamme of this city, left
Chicago, arrived in Las Vegas late this afternoon for Raton where he will
yesterday evening in an automobile locate. Mr. Tamme will practice law
on their way to California from Chi- In that city. He is well equipped for
cago, They left this morning for Al- this profession. He has been visiting
buquerque.
his parents here for the pasi several
Mrs. 'C. M. Straussen and daughter, weeks,.
Miss Isabelle, came In this 'afternoon
N.iM. Rice, general storekeeper for
from their home at Raton for a few the 'Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
day's visit with relatives 1iere. Mrs. Railway company, accompanied by L.
M. M. McVey, mother of Mrs. Straus-sen- , M.
Grazen, head electrician for the
accompanied her daughter to this same company, passed through Las
city after having been Mrs. Straus-sen'- s Vegas this afternoon in Mr. Rice's
guest for several days.
private business car en route from
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Grim and family Chicago to Belen where
they "will he
drove into Las Vegas late yesterday on railroad business for several days.
evening from Watrous after consider- - Mr. Rice stated this afternoon that
able trouble near the Hand ranch,! business all along the Santa Fe shows
wheer an irrigation ditch has been signs of Improvement.
opened and covered the highway with
water. They are on their way to John P. Archibald, widely known as
California from their home at Sibley, a labor leader, died the other day at
Ta., traveling in an automobile.
his home in New York City. He was
George Strickfadden and Miss So- 60 years old and was formerly presiphie Strickfadden, nephew and niece dent of the Brotherhood of Painters
of Ben Strickfadden of this
city, ar- and Decorators of America.
rived in Las Vegas last night fror"
their home at Pekin, 111., and will be
The linemen on all the inter-urbathe guests of Mrs. and Mrs. Strickfad- lines in Indiana, except those in the
den for several weeks. George Strick- - Wabash
Valley, went on a strike the
ii'anen.ierr. tnts morning for Mora other day. The men demanded re- where he will loin bin uncle, who Is j cognition of the union, shorter hours
in that place on a business trip.
land an increase in wages.

TOOK

FRIEND'S ADVICE

IliHtST GOLF HONORS

FIVE

Twenty Years From Now Where Will
You Stand on the Ladder of Success
-

Twenty years from now do you wish to be whre you are today? If not, begin now to achieve,
and you can't do it on your muacle; it must be done on your money with vour brain. If you
want to be a. man among men you must have power money and brains bring power.
YOUR. PASS BOOK IS READY FOR YOU NOW

PEOPLES BANK

CAPITAL

TODAY'S

FRANCIS OUIMET 'DEFEATS VAR
DON AND RAY FOR NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP

-

-

National League
Boston at Chicago.
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh;
New York at Cincinnati.
Boston at St. Louis.

2

SWASTIKA COAL

games.

wholesale: and retail

American League
Chicago at Boston.
St. Loui3 at Washington.
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at New York.
r ;'!'! M! I'jli! I'i'hi
"1 H !!!
'mWJ

American Association
Milwaukee

at

Columbus.

Kansas City at Louisville.
Minneapolis at Indianapolis.
St. Paul at Toledo.

f

,.t

-

,

IT.

got worse all
time.
A friend told me
about the Pinkham remedies and I took
Lydia E. Pinkham 's Vegetable Compound and was cured. ' I cannot praise
your remedies enough for I know I never
would have been well if I had not taken
Miss Mary. A. Horner, Route
it"
No. 2, Box 41, Windom, Kansas.
Consider "Well This Advice.

SfcWufc

at St. Joseph.
at Omaha.
at Siouy City.
at Des Moines.

f,

'"'

t

"

t.uMaihutofcl.!

'

American League
R.H.E.
Philadelphia, Sept. 20.
2 8 C
Detroit
4 8
Philadelphia ...
Batteries:
Willett and McKee;
Gibson; Houck, Pennock and Lapp.

'?

1

"Nothing doing around
here electric lights are
worse than pistols and
bull dogs.

' 'Let's r quit while the

R.H.E.

20.

....3

St. Louis

'

9

1

5 13

1

Washington
Batteries:
Baumgartner and
Agnew; Engle, Johnson and
ry, Ainsmlth.

quitting

,

Cros-sln-

Hen-

7
7 10

w

1

E. D Raynolds,

pions.

Halleu Raynolds, Cashier.

1--

York,

At Chicago Chicago, 6; Boston,
In order to win, Ouimet was obliged
At Pittsburgh Pittsburgh,
Phil
to play the best golf of the week.
adelphla,
When he had accomplished the first
At
Cincinnati Cincinnati,
16 holeB in 65 strokes and made the
Brooklyn,
seventeenth In a wonderful three,

i

Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps.

3

'

good."

The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been

R.H.E.
3

is

,

Batteries:
Gregg, Blanding and
Edward Ray, the English profession
Caldwell and Gossett.
O'Neil,
Cruger;
als, by five and six strokes respeo
for the Ameri
tively, in the play-of- f
National League
can open championship today.
Sept. 20. First game:
Pittsburgh,
The victory of the boy carried with
R. H. E.
It a gold medal and the custody of Brooklyn - 2.
0 4 2
the championship cup by his home
1 6 1
Pittsburgh - ,
organization, the Woodland Golf club
Batteries: Allen and Fischer; Robof Newton.
inson and Simon.
No amateur in this country and only
one abroad has ever gained such golfing
fame.
There were few of the 5,000
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
persons following the play whto felt
at the start that the youth could posNational League
sibly vanquish such renowned veterAt St. Louis St. Louis,
New
ans as the two former British cham'

I'll

3)

Western League
Denver
Wichita
Topeka
Lincoln

Brookline, Mass., Sept.
o
boy amateur
Ouimet, a school
New York, Sept. 20.
Von
the
golfing
highest
Brookline,
Cleveland
honors in the country, if not in the
New York
world, by defeating Harry Vardon and

.0

Las"Vegas Light
Power Company
E-

Las Vegas,

a

New Hex.

-

..

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Vice

President

S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

3--

'

0--

Vardon, his closeBt opponent, broke
American League
under the strain.
At Washington Washington,
2;
Ouimet did not get into the lead un1.
Detroit,
til the turn for the home holes. All
mark in even
three made the half-waWestern League
3S. But after that he was never headAt Sioux City Denver. 6;. Sioux
'
"
ed.'?!
',
City, 2.
Enthusiastic followers carried the
At. St. Josenh
St. Tosenh. 9- - Tinvictor on their shoulders to the clubcom 2
' '
house, where Secretary John Reid,
Jr., of the United States Golf associa
tion made the presentation speech.
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Vardon received $175 and Ray $100
for second and third prizes. The final
National League
score was: Ouimet, 72; Vardon, 77;
Won Lost Pet
78.
Ray,
-

Windom, Kansas.
"I had a displacement which caused bladder trouble and
I was so miserable
T
' .
t
uida't know what
iff it? tJW-Vr to do. I suffered
from bearing down
If
pains, my eyes hurt
me, I was nervous,
TODAY'S FOOTBALL
dizzy and irregular
Carlisle,
Pa., Sept. 20. Final score:
and had female
weakness. I spent Carlisle Indians, 25; Albright, 0..
i

$113,000.00

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

EST NATIONAL BANK
of las Vegas,

y

And Found Health in Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

TR.UST CO.
.
.

.

-

O & M L JZCJ

BASEBALL

Washington, Sept.

.

n

1913.

20,

SLAVERY

IN

ISLANDS

Washington,, Sept, "20. Secretary
Garrison had ' before him today a
Philippine slavery report by W. H.
Phipps, auditor for the islands, practically backing up the startling charges of Dean Worcester.
It cites de
tails of many cases of boys and girls
sold into slavery at prices ranging
from $60 to $100, and that heads o'
savage families sell their daughters
and regard the practice as a right.
"I have no hesitancy in saying that
I think the charges of Secretary Worcester that slavery exists in the Philsays Mr.
ippines are sustained,"
Phipps.

No woman suffering from any form
of female troubles should lose hope until she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
This famous remedv. themerlicinnl in.
ETedients of which are derived frnm
native roots and herbs, has for nearly
forty years proved to be a most valuable tonic and invieorator of the fe
male organism.
Women everywhere
Subscribe for The Optic.
bear willing testimony to the wonderful
virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. l'inkhnm Medicine Co. (conf- FOR RENT Large, sunny south
idential) Lynn, Mass. Yonr letter will
room.
n a A an A ana itami 1 V r
Steam heat and bath. Call
maimd
woman and held in strict contitleuce.
Main 330 or at 1022 Fourth street.

New York

93
80

Philadelphia
Chicago

Pittsburgh ..
Boston" -

"80

,

74

St!

1

Louts".-..- .:

.674

52
61
65

.606
.567
.532

77

.E9

Brooklyn

Cincinnati".

45

'

.'62

49

'

77
84
95

'":

American League
Won; Lost
90
49
Philadelphia
Cleveland1

,

Washington Boston'. J--

Chicago!

1

.82

00.000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac- rommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Itttsrast PaM on

1,050

.

Des Moines
Lincoln

St Joseph
Omaha
Topeka
Sioux City

Wichita

Lost

Pet.

96
85
80
78
-- 74
70
65
59

55
66
73
74
77

.636
.503
.523
.513
.490

80

.467

88
93

.425
.389

a

Subscribe for The Optic.

Tim

FJjLLY EOlitPPrC

j

Deposits

AT YOUR

100H

,bV7
.61 0

Western League
Denver

'Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Pet

Won

51
53

81

m

.648

.525
.607
.437
.370
.368

i72
.62

New York
St. Louis

.340

60
61
65
71
80
87
91

81
73

Detroit

,434
.434
.425

Capital.

n.

OVER LAS ID V.Z2ZI COT

Telephone or call and we will have our
show you
If

v
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derr.cn-trat-
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Phone Main 344.

J

or
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HER SEVENTH ANSWER

certainly transformed th
room," I 3aid to Edith, opening th
door and walking in, in response tc
her bidding. It had originally beei
an attic.
Tapestry hangings now hid the face
in the dayi
of timbers rough-hewwhen Washington was young and
Fourth of Julys like any other day,
for the house itself was of colonial
ntiquity, and there were wide divans
on which one was allowed to sit
among dozens of cushions done in
colors to the rainbow unknown. There
was a writing desk of odd design In
one corner, and a desk from the
type
depths of which a much-use- d
Tom If you marry the heiress
.writer was apt to half emerge, like t
if one walked aboul you give up your club?
with a heavy step. There was the us
DickNo; that's why I wanl to
I'm behind in
wal array of brass articles used foi ry the heiress.
wrnamentatlon.
dues.
"Now," she went on, "very much
of what I've been able to do has been
IT LOOKED THAT WAY
owing to your kindness. Of course
I thank you, Robert."
"I shall receive my reward some
day," I reminded her.
"So the Good Book says."
'Oh, I am speaking of temporal
things."
"Your mind should be above them,"
she admonished.
"You are as near an approach to
divinity as I care for at present,
insisted.
"You should be ashamed to say bo.
What is any one of us after c
What are our little loves, our lu lf
formed fancies but things of a day
shadows that cross the face of the
sreat sun of fame?"
"But my love is not a little love,
neither is it the thing of a day," I
contradicted, hotly.
'
ft
Edith blushed.
"You've

m.
Sunday

school for English speaking and Spanish Bpeaking children CHICKAiMAUGA SURVIVORS MEET
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Sept. 20 The
survivors of the battle of Chlckamau-g- a
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
held a reunion today at the monu
ROWS Rev. Paul Gllberton, pastor. ment of the Second brigade, Third
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun division of the Fourteenth corps, on
mass s.du; the Lafayette road. Adam Frost,
day excepted. Second
sermon in English, hymns rendered president of the association welcomed
by the children under the direction the comrades and delivered his anof the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass nual address.
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Facing a Serious Proposition
of the Blessed SacraThe man or woman who nas kidney
Benediction
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital trouble is facing a serious proposition,
where grave compliealions readily folfor the Insane, mass very fourth low
neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
Sunday by the pastor.
an honest curative medicine that once
taken into your system mean restored
health and strength: O. C.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
and Red Cross Dm? Store. Adv.
morn
services
Sunday
every
Regular
and
Wednesday
ing at 11 0'clo.ck
The strike of the electricians unevening at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall. der the control of the office of public
works in London, England, which folCHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
lowed a strike of house painters and
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
decorators, has been settled. The
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
electricians involved included those
Communion and preaching 11 a.
and St.
Buckingham
employed in
Christian Endeavor 7 p. m.
James' palaces, the general postoffice,
Evening services 8 p. m.
the tower of London' and many other
official buildings.

;

Frr-aefe-

W Ml

4

,

think"
know"

"You

'

'"I

"Very well," this with resignation,
On the table lay a sheet of Edith's
d'ne in a masculine chiro- -

wr-rk-

4!T;:'div

popular of' late years.

I don't know why
Mrs. Brown
married you.
Brown 1 think you did it with
malice aforethought.
1

"What is this a map of?"I asked,
innocently.
HAVE CHANGED THINGS
"It's not a map. It's the start of a WOULD
.story."
"Where's the rest of it?"
"Oh, I haven't thought it all out
yet," with a sigh.
"Do you know what the titlo is to

lit?"
"I haven't decided on one."
"Will you let me suggest a title for

it?"

"But you don't know what the story
is about."
"Is there any connection," I asked
meekly, "between a story and its

title?"
'Certainly," sniffed

!

Edith,

Indig

nantly.
"Then there's a missing link to
some," I declared.
"Those are by inferior authors."
"To change the subject, have you
isold any stories of late?" I asked,
"ATo, Robert, you are more partial
Tom How did you come to be reHo me than the editors are."
"Confound them; I've half a mind fused by both of them?
Dick I reckon neither one knew 1
Ho call on two or three of them and
let 'em know what I think of their was going to propose to the other
one.
judgment!" I exclaimed, viciously.

"If I can't win by merit, I don't
want to win," she declared stoutly.
"Edith," I asked, tenderly, "why
couldn't you write Just the same after
me were married?"
"Of all the Impudence! I've not
aid we were going to be yet, have I?
And, besides, marriage is said to be
an impediment to a literary career."
married?" I asked,
"Aren't
naming over a half dozen of the
feminine authors of the day.
1 didn't know whether they were or
not, but spun them off at random.
"I suppose so," she admitted, doubt-

MEAN OF HIM

best-know-

began, mockingly.
"Now, Edith," I interposed. "I am
Wifey Do you believe mermaida
only human and I can't go on this
way forever. I have here" and I are myths, George?
No
showed it to her "a ticket to Havana.
Hubby Undoubtedly, Marie.
woman could keep her mouth closed
Shall I buy another, or go alone
for hours while under the ocean.
Edith looked me squarely In the
iace. Her own was rather white. She
BASEBALL SEASON

There was a long silence. Edith's
(face was half averted, but what I
could see led me to hope.
"You. are going?" she asked in
"voice intended to be quite steady, but
letill looking away from me.
"If you tell me to," I replied.
Another silence.
"Can't you get the tickets for a
fweek from tomorrow?" she asked.
And that was Edith's seventh an--

swer.

'. (Copyright, by Dally

Story Pub. Co.)

Siege of Crete.
Crete deserves mention of our list oi
--memorable
sieges, for In Cretan his
Cory we find the longest siege on reo
ord, besides which Troy's ten yean
ieem but a skirmish. In 1648 theTurka
. Attempting to conquer the island, laid
t iege to the capital city of Candla
which, however, did not surrender on
"til September, 1869, after 21 years
...Again in 1821, when the Cretans re
i Toiled, the defeated Turks were abH
f o hold the fortified cities against a
attacks, and many o them were si;
when the powers lot-i n!n
yc?rs later.

jti.

M.

E.

Cor

CHUltCH

When the bowels feel uncomfortand yon miss the exhilarating
feeling that, always follows a copious
HER-BINmorning operation, a dose of
will set you ri.sht in a couple
of hours. If taken fit bedtime you
set its beneficial effect after breakfast next. day. Price 50c. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
able

h
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PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRANH.
A
LnllI

Ask your HrugclKt fur fjL
4
IMamond IircndA
l'UIs in Kcd and Hold metailicV
hoxra,

scaled

with

Blue

as Best,

f "Vst,

Tako ltd ofher. Bur of your V
rncji .t- AbkfoM'Hl.rilf .N.TFK
for Si a
IMAHU.W JiltAmi

years

SOt

CHAPMAN

D

Known

r:V
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.X

COLUM
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il'GNt
22B

TOR CLASSIFIED

RATES

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ?d to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash in advlnce preferred.
Five

"n

mi

nil

nn ii

iliT.

lllij.lj.il
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MAIN

NUMBER,

WantGiS
WANTED Experienced cook.
wages. 1053 Eighth street.

Good

FLOUR

BOPTIST CHURCH
Corner Columbia and Railroad avenues, Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. mn 'by
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a.
SHILOH

are

m.; B. Y. P U, I
come to attend these services.
All

It

giving you
a present for do-

wel-

!

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
Green, Pastor.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship with sermon
11 a. m.
B. Y. P. U.

at

6:30 p. m.

Evening worship with sermon

ing

something

you

'd do any

way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR rtalk
Made

in- -

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Foot-Easthe antiseptic
Allen's
It relieves painful, smart
powder.
ing, tender, nervous feet, and Instant
ly takes the sting out of corns and
himlnnn.
It's the greatest comfort
The Optimist How's business now 7 discovery of the age. Allen's FootThe Pessimist Fine! Did you ever Ease makes tight or new shoes feel
know it to fall when you wanted to
easy. It Is a certain relief for sweat
lay off and go to a baseball game?
ing, callous, swollen, tired, aching
feet.
Always use It to J3reals In
Very Artificial.
"How did you like Sunset Parkr New shoes. Try It today. Sold every
where. 25 cents. Don't accept any
"It's a pretty place."
"I presume It has a great many substitute.. For FREE trial package,
natural beauties?"
address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
"Well, no. Most of the beautiea I N. Y.
saw there were made up."
Adv.

is. g

by GER-

MAN PROCESS

at

7:30 p. m.

The church extends a cordial
tatlon to the public.

'

JS

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

SILVER

-

;

'

FRENCH.

y

Ma-sonl-

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

re

1

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
S. Meets first and third Fridays
on the second and fourth Mondays of
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs. each month at 8
p. m. C. H. Stewart,
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron: Mrs.
Z. W
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk;
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Montague, Local Deputy.
Visiting
Main 329.
a"d

members are especially welcorja
cordially invited.

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.

cottage

for rent.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys-at-La-

,

Vegas,

GRYBTML JOE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each deliver,
25c per 100 lbs
each
2000
to
1000
delivery
lbs,
40c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

For Rent

FURNISHED

ATTORNEYS

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
New Mexico
;
Las Vegas,
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
DEVTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN,
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-maDentist
President; A. D. Tillmanr Finanof
work
Dental
any description at
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
moderate prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
N. M.
East Las

FOR SALE Four room house and
sun room, two lots, well, city
water and sheds; $550 cash. Box
244, East Las Vegas.

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
200

417

Lincoln Ave

Phone Main 227

Eighth.

us
ROOM and board for gentlemen in
private family. Mrs. Noyes, ?02
Main.
FOR RENT Five room furnished cot
tage. Call 618 Grand aevnue.

FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
ground floor, with or without board.
725 Sixth street.
To lady or gentleman
comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. phone
Purple 5301.

FOR RENT
employed,

1

FURNISHED ROOMS for light house921 Lincoln.
keeping.

tJiscaliaasous
rich Many wealthy mem
bers; tired living alone; seeking
early marriage; descriptions free.
Mission Unity
San Francisco, cal.

MARRY

--

RETAIL PRICES

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
General

CARRIAGE

AND

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

20c per 100 lb.
25c per 100 lbs.

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs, E.ch Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

30c, per 100 lb.
,40c per 100 lbs
50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Purity
Made Las Vega Famoua.
lasting Qualities of Whih Have
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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3 ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders

(B-11-

AUTOMOBILE,

can be

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tuesday of the month in the vestry rooms

t.

GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS

Wffi. P. MI'lH

Petten, Secretary.

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
SALESMEN
making small towns. O. R. C. hall, on
Douglas avenue at
LOCAL TIME CARD
whole time or sideline, should' car- 8
o'clock.
members are cor
Visiting
ry our fast selling pocket sideline.
J. C. Wertz, Presi
dially welcome.
Special sales plan allowing return
J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C. H.
dent;
Eas: Bcund
of unsold goods. Makes quick easy
Baily, Treasurer.
Arrive
Depart
sales.
$4.00 commission on each
No.
2. . 9:10 p. m... 8;JS p. m
new.
order.
Something entirely
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and No. 4
.11:05 p. m... 11:05 p. m.
Write for outfit today. Canfield
fourth Tuesday evening of each No .
. 2:05 a. m... .2:10 a. m.
111.
Mfg. Co., 208 Sigel St., Chicago,
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No. 10. . 1:45 p. m... 2:10 p. m
avenue. Visiting brothers
West Bound
WANTED A good milch cow. In Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Arrive
Depart
quire Catarino Romero, near public
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon. No. 1 . . . 1:20 p. m... 1:45 p. m.
Old
Town.
school,
No.
3.. . 6:10 a. m... 6:15 a. m.
Secretary.
.
4:20 p. m... 4:30 p. m.
No.
.7..
woWANTED By October 1st., good
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- No. 9.. . 6:35 p. m. . 7:00 p. m
KNIGHTS
man for general housework. Apply
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
at any time to Mrs. W. G. Haydon
' urth Thursday in O.' R. C. hall.

SONS'OAA
STANDARD

NO. 2.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO
2, of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
KNIGHTS TE M PLAR Reg-.- !
Visiting brothers are cordially in!ai" conclave ncr,
4 Tuas-da- vited. Isaac
Appel, President; Charles
in each month at
o
Greenclay, Secretary.
Temple at 7:81 p. m. (J. h.
KtoieL B. O. ; Chas. Tarome.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All viw'ting
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYbrethren cordially invited to attend.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Lehman, V. Q.;
AT
VAAotlnw
J
.r-rwmotJ. lvioauay
in T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeidry
Temple at 7: 3D p. m. H. Trustee.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. o.
Blood, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

Two rooms for light
also
take some
housekeeping;
boarders. 90S Main avenue.

EMPRESS

.an

p

Reliable
EVERYWKESE

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

CAFF

M.

vited.

W. M., H. S

Always

or YOU!

of

AND

a. f. a L. 0. 0. MOOSE Meets
second and
Regular com- - fourth Thursday
eacb
evening
oiuJiicatlon firet
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
...
ki.i xnunway
la brothers cordially invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
brothers cordially in

LODGE

ii

FOR RENT

Recessional 582, "Stand up Stand
up for Jesus," (G. J. Urble.)
This church is open dally for pri
vate prayer and meditation.

P m.

Ribbon.

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

For 4fae

Holy Communion,
Sunday School, 9:45.
Morning prayer and sermon 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
Hymn 400, "Blessed City, Heavenly
Solemn," ."Tantum Ergo."
Venite, Exultemus Domino, Chant,
(Robinson.)
Gloria Patri, (Robinson.)
Te Deum Laudamus (J. R. Thomas)

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAIN AHT.R Ar.wAy3 HANDLED

It is believed that a strike of the
organized knitters employed in the
Pa.,
CHURCH (knitting mills of Philadelphia,
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
bea
avoided
will
be
compromise
by
1108 Seventh street.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug,
and the employers.
tween
the
union
Mornstreet
Tenth
las avenue and
Several of the largest mills have al- WANTED To rent piano. Phone
ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clock.
sesMain 628.
ready accepted the terms of the men.
school
Bible study and Sunda
There are almost half a million wo
sion at 9:45 . m. Society of Chrismen empoyed in various trades in NURSE wants case of sickness; con
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
this
country.
finement preferred;
most
physician's
a
extends
hearty
The church
recommendation. 918 Lincoln ave
Strangers
invitation to all people.
Yellow complexion, pimples and disnue.
and sojourners in the city especially
figuring blemishes on the face or
welcomed.
the liver, which is torpid. HERBINE
body can he eotten rid of by doctoring
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH, is a powerful liver corectant. It puristimulates the vital
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 71 6 National fies the system,
and puts the body in fine vi FOR SALE Household goods, hed
organs
avenue. East Las Vegas.
gorous condition. Price 50c. Sold by
couch, dresser, tables, chairs, ice
Eighteenth Sunday after trinity, Central Drue Co. Adv.
411
box. Must be sold at once.
Sept. 21, 1913, St. Matthew's Day.
street.
Eighth
7:30.
church.

Sermon.
Hymn 477, "O Lord of Heaven and
Earth and Sea," (J. B. Dykes.)
Presentation of Alms, Chant, (Anon)

advantage.
"For the seventh time, Edith," I
warned, "I am going to ask you to
marry me."
"And for the seventh time " she

fBtory."

FIRST

Eighth and National avenue. Rev.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
A cordial invitation Is extended to
all who have no other place of worship to attend divine services at thlK

Benedictus, Chant, (Anon.)
Hymn 670, "Father, Whate'er
Earthly Bliss," (L. Mason.)

fully.
I pursued my unscrupulously gained

hesitated.
"The seventh time," I said quietly,
ftaking up my hat "That was the
ftitle I was going to suggest for your

Cure.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constip
ation. Adv.

.AND

pastor.
Fist mass at 6:30 a. m; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school In English
and Spanish at 3 P m., in Spanish at
3:30 P. m. Rosary a a benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

(

.

T

cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Adrian
Raheyrolle,
CONCEPTION

n

'

LP

I

HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that

Choir Loft

H. MELOON.

FRANK

By

U

SEPTEMBER 20,

wriom emone ao
Claasltlea ad, search out the people o
is worth moat.
thlmg
those who MIGHT BIT the particular

wast to sell is WORTH MOST e aoHeeu
That J property
would merer a tar
who reads the ads. in thia newspaper and
your property unless it were advertised here.

ru

Others- - who read and ani er sds. in this aewanaper waat (a
are anxious to pay art for) books, automobiles, used machinery
any sort, and mmalml
and furniture) articles of wmulness

t

As the classified ada. are read j all toesiUle bayesa, of all
alble aorta of thlaa, ttey aate corns to be fladera of the beet

j
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the

o
o

Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
i

.J

i

O

o
c

Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the GOCYCLE is yours.
Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for fZXf for which 1 agree
to pay In advance S

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for ' ZZ for which 1 agree
to pay In advance S

Name

Name

Address
be
given absolutely free to
Go-Cyc-

le

O
c

( ;

()

Address

to

Go-Cyc-

Name of boy or girt

le

to be

given absolutely free to

''

Name of boy or girt

Fili out these blanks and bring them with

y
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the money to

(

)
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LOCAL NEWS

I

WE WILL HAVE

CAPE COD

Another Lot of Those

CRANBERRIES

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.

FANCY COLORADO
New

PEACHES

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Jersey Sweet

617.

VERY FINE

tUP
MrARi"iJTtL!t

Year

LET US HAVE
YOUR. ORDER.

rOOO

pure

Sealshipt Oysters
Concord Grapes

STEARNS'
STORE

iioosier iMicnen

The $75 you were
going to spend on a
v lciroia
a win now
obtain a more artistic
instrument than you

Greatly improved in deP
sign, but the cost remains
X,$7S
Mahogany or
the
.oak
same.
y
Come in and see and hear this new Victrola. Dur

Victor-Victro-

tffl

ii

C

rt,

-

.

v.

'

i

v

r'

Cabinets

w

-- ?

ON THE R.OAD
Let Us Have Your Order
Today

OUR. SLOGAN

la

easy-payme-

!

nt

plan will put one in your home right now.
Other style Victors and Victrolas $10

mm

-

AND SON
J. C. JOHNSEN
Furnishers the
Home"

of

"Complete

i

.

r

7ffle famous iioosier
tScnkslfitesfStep?

'ft

; i

10 $ouu.

The themes for discourse by the
pastor of the Christian Tabernacle
tomorrow will be "The Value of the
Bible" and "The Parable of the

STEARNS'

FOR SALE BY

Sower."

THE eCSENTBALFDHH. CD.

STORE

There will be a special meeting of
Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. & A. M.,
on Monday evening, September 22, at
7:30 o'clock. Work in the first. All
members and visitors requested to
be present.

-

i

$75

expected.
If

Adr,

Shipment of Another

A

Victrola

'

Adv.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, agej
in wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Ibby, of course.

r

t

Ifr)

A marriage license was Issued this
morning at the court house to Jose
Archuleta of Pueblo, Col., and
Alarcon of Las Vegas.

These Will Likely Be the
Last Cheap Peaches This

6:47

1913.

20,

A new

For Sale Household furniture. In
quire, 823 Eighth street Phone Main

Potatos

MONDAY

at

SEPTEMBER

BUY AN AUTO DELIVERY WAGON

FOP CASH OR EASY PAYJTENT5

Insure Prompt Deliveries at Minimum ExmnB

Quick delivery means satisfied customers

satisfy.

and more customers whom you can
Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper th.-t- horse power

..

BEST

THE

IF

EATABLE

EVERYTHING

OF

YOU HAVE NOT CANNED YOUR

FRUIT

YET YOU

Preaching services will be resumed
at the Methodist church tomorrow.
At 11 a. m. the pastor will preach on
the subject of "Stewardship" and at
8 p. m. he will give an address upon
"Some Essentials and
of Religion." The evening address
will be especially helpful to those who
are troubled with honest ddubts.

LAST WEEK OF PEACHES ETC. IN ALL PROBABILITY

You can buy your Bread, Cakes, Cookies, Fried Cakes,
Doughnuts, and all Bakers Goods vhile you are doing
your canning at our store. There is none better in
Las Vegas

The services at Temple Montefiore
were well attended last night. Mrs.
Charles O'Malley has been secured to
take the place of Mrs. Charles Kohn

fr

GliAAF

as organist and director. She capably
disposed of her duties In that capacity
last night. A new choir has been op
ganized at the temple. It also made
its first appearance last night.

STORE

MISTAKE

mm

COST A

PLACE

IN HATCH

Color

reglni-i'ita-

n

old

Servant
l

"

gifted1 orator and always has an interesting message for hi3 hearers.
The public is cordially invited to hear
him.

...

an error Sergeant Feemster
the wrong target, thus losing
ma score ana lowering tne standard
of his team eight points. Wyoming
won over New Mexico In this match
'
by one point
h
"The New Mexico team made a better record at this meet than in any
previoug year," said Sergeant Feem-s- t
this morning. "But as all the
other teama in the meet were shooting much, tetter than last year we did
not make the showing that we had
Through

-

"

'

'

;the Indians and the erection by them
hoped for,
of mission churches, the ruins
of
Of all .the men who made the trip
which are in existence today. That
from Ne-- Mexico Sergeant Feemster
these ruins, are much older than any
made the best individual record, winof the missions of California and thus
two
In
matches. He held
ning money
are of much greater historic interest
the place of high man In all the
will pe explained by Colonel Twitchmatches in which New Mexico comell. 'The New Mexico missions, too,
Catrow cup match, Serpeted. Tn
were of a different style of architecwon twenty-sixtout ture
geant Fi "
than those built upon the Pacific
of the 97 prizes that were offered.
coast!
Private Paylor, also of thg New Mexico
The lecture will be full of interest,
National Guard, won Beventy-firs- t
and ft doubtless ' will be heard by a
In
this
shoot.
In
the national
place
'crowd. It is understood that if
surprise fire matrh. Feemster shot 47 large
an audience of sufficient size to show
out rf r.
:Me 50 and made an exthe appreciation of the people of Las
In
cellent
this Bhoot. SerVegas of a lecture of this standard is
geant Lu,i":i made an enviable record.
not present, the lecture will not be
Feemster s.t'I the men enjoyed their
given.'
trip and i: r oved greatly from the
experience tndlhatat the next meet,
Weny 5c a pound for nice large
they ey;:cet to da better work. Much clean
cotton rags. Optic Publishing
credit for the showing that New
:
CO.
Mxlco mado belongs to Lieutenant A.
1.. Bump of the United States infantry
v.ho coached the men in Las Vegas1
during the s'aio encampment, and
"
E. C, Alihott, who accompanied
the men to Camp Perry. Lieutenant
fhe Ideal Mountain Resort
'
Phmi
rump, throughout the entire meet.
Main 20 and Olive 6174
'
vorlf-Pfhard erf. was well ont'iifie-- '
All Year Round Rasort
with the work of his men. The team
'-

h

;

--

l

Dr. E. B. Atwood of Albuquerque,
who has charge of the state mission
ary work of the Baptist denomination.
will speak at both the morning and
evening- services at the First Baptist
church tomorrow. Dr. Atwood is a

The board of county commissioners
met this afternoon for the purpose
of opening bids for tho construction
OF
of the proposed new bridges connecting East and1 West Las Vegas and at
Kearney's
gap, respectively. Several
TWITCHELL WILL SHOW THEY
bids were submitted and 'he commis
ARE A VALUABLE ASSET TO
sioners had not completed their exNEW MEXICO
amination of them late this after-ftiooThe specifications and plans for
That the old missions of New
'the bridges were drawn by County En
haVft ft flnnTliftl fla well oa a a art.
gineer George E. Morrison.
tlmental yalue to thjs gtate wm fce
rden of
of CoIonel R
The fashion magazines all over the
K. Twitchell Monday evening at the
country during the past few weeks
Duncan opera ho
when he wm have advocated the
wearing of a feathof the er In men's hats. This afternoon
deivep his le(,ture
Cross as one of the number on 'the those
people who visited the depot
Las Vegas hospital course. The lee- when the trains arrived had the pleas.
.,, .
,
, ,
4
4
iuic wui u uiuHuaiea
uy over ou ure of seeing one of these hats for
handsome lanterns slides, the views the first time. The feather,
although
for which were secured by Colonel small in size, was large enough to atTwitchell by much hard work and the tract attention.
Those ladies who
expenditure of considerable money.
saw this headgear expressed themColonel Twitchell will talk of the selves as
pleased with the style. The
comim of the early missionaries to men were silent.

E. J. Feemster, of
staff of the First regiment, New Mexico National Guard, arrived in Las Vegas last night from
Camp Perry where he has been attending the national rifle match. Ser- -'
geant Feemster stated this morning
that it was through his mistake that
ew juexico am;not wm xoxmn place

the

presented Lieutenant Bump with a
handsome telescope rifle sight at
Camp Perry in appreciation of the
work he did. Colonel Abbott was a
source of strength for the men, en
couraging them at every opportunity
and thus greatly helping them. Sergeant Feemster left this afternoon for
his home at Artesia.

mmmi value

SERGEANT" FEEMSTER SAYS NEW
MEXICO
SHOULD
HAVE
EEEN FOURTH

i

EL FORVEMR

15

Indictments were returned yesterday morning in the district court for
Santa Fe county against John Carr,
Charles Devinney, Val Naklvell and
Ed Neudauer, charged with burglary.
They pleaded not guilty before Judge
Abbott, but on account of the fact that
had no attorneys the trial was put
off until the court appoints counsel.
They are fhe four men rrom the Al
G. Barnes circus who were arrested
here a week ago on the charge of
entering a bottling works in Santa Fe
and relieving that place of several
barrels of bottled beer- and mineral
water. The place entered was the
Krlck Bottling works. The local police assisted the Santa Fe Railway
company officers in capturing the
men. Six men were taken from this
city, or were arrested here, but according to- information received from
Santa Fe only four are being brought
before the court to answer the charge.
It is not known what became of the
other two.

ROAD CUNY ICTS

COUNTY

COMMISSIONERS

THE ROAD
CATE

BOARD

10

BE

PUT AT WORK

BETTER

00 N

THAN OLD

week.

HAD BETTER START IT. THIS WILL BE ABOUT THE

THE

MORA

The fall term of tne court for Guadalupe county will begin Monday at
Santa Rosa. District Attorney Charles
W. G. Ward1, Judge David Leahy, Stenographer William E. Gortner and
other officials will attend the session,
which is expected to last not over one

AT THE HOME OF

STATE
ENGINEER
THEM REPAIR
TECOLOTE

AND

ADVO-

ITS USE

WILL HAVE
ROAD ON
HILL

A recent rip taken by members of
George H. Hunker, chairman of the
the board of county commissioners San Miguel county road board, late
and the road board over the Mora yesterday afternoon received a teleroads brings to light the fact that the phone message from James A. French,
new road, if used sufficiently in a state engineer, informing him that the
short time will prove to be excellent. convict gang that has been promised
The road is in fair snape but needs San Miguel county for grueral road
the actual travel to put it in first work would be moved here within
eiass condition.
Its advantaee over the next three days and would con
the other road may be seen when con- tinue Its operation until much good
sideration is taken that it has none work had been accomplished. The
of the heavy grades peculiar to that gang probably will work at Tecolote
thoroughfare
Although the road is for the present, as tne hill road near
s
of a mile longer than that place is in great need of repair,
the old road, the whole trip can ne With the work thfic will be accom
taken by an automobile without ne- plished by this gang and the work
cessity for a change of gear. The that is now being done through the
Nine Mile hill, the San Guljuella
combined efforts of the county com
crossing and the heavy hill at missioners and the county road board,
the Jones place will all be avoided if San Miguel county has a right to
the new road is taken.
claim a foremost place in the good
It is not the purpose of the road roads movement. The county comboard and county commissioners to missioners and road board, having
stop traffic on the old road by the made arrangements for the two facrecommendation of the new highway, tions to work together for the next
and they will start work on that road 90 days, have appropriated all the
and continue Its maintenance as though money available for the general imthere were no other possible way of provement of the roads and their acreaching Mora'. Monday morning a tivities may be realized from the work
force of workmen will be sent over that has already been started.
the Mora road between Sapello and
the county line, known as the Canyon
The International Brotherhood of
road, and work will continue there Blacksmiths and Helpers will meet in
until tre highway is placed in good convention at Sedalia, Mo., October
shape. A
pull will be estab- 6.
lished as far as possible all along the
The annual convention of the Inhighway.
A car load of corrugated culverts ternational Association of Heat and
have been ordered and will be used Frost Insulators and Asbestos Workall qver the county where necessary ers will meet on the first
Monday of
"""
by the allied county commissioners-roaOctober.
board road boosters. The work
that is being done by this body is reSubscribe for The Optic
ceiving favorable comment all over
tho county. The boosters are taking
to the work with a vigor and in a
short time tangible results of their (

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulprs from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,

Agents

THE OLD RELIABLE

W

BAI

three-quarter-

o

"

d

work will be shown
It was announced this morning that
the bridge south of the Ttomeroville
gap had been repaired with stone
abutments and is now in shape for
traffic. A four font nrrh 2f) feet toIAo
has been placed there, filling un the
space recently washed away during
the rainy season. The members of
the county commissioners and the
road board are using their strongest
combined efforts to accomplish
the
best of work along good roads building and the present Indications are
that they will succeed and in a short
time have San Miguel at the top of
the list of all the counties in the state
in the good roads column.
Secundino Romero has gone to his
ranch near El Cuervo on a short business visit He made the trip In his
touring car.

WHEN

Think

Of

'i

j

THE RELIABLE

fOOD

Lucious California Grapes
Also Peaches, Plums, Apples
FINEST LINE OF

:
;

'

veyy

s

I
Co.

Sole Agents

NEW HOSPITAL

BUILDING

FID

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE

COURSE

Col. RE. TWITCHELL,

Sept, 22

SOLDIERS of the CROSS

Df. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
1

THE HOLY LAND

VEGETABLES
IN

THE CITY

J. Leahy.

Of

next-week-

'

Gross,

liOODS
IIROCER

Nestor Sena, a resident of San Jose,
this morning was committed to the
State Hospital for the Insane after
a hearing before before Judge David

A successor has not been chosen to
take the place of George ICintz, round
house foreman, but a man probably
"HARVEY'S"
will be chosen
It was anFamous" mountain ranch: 31st sea nounced
unofficially last night that
son. Did manaeement; old rates. Ca-- - Clay Bloxman
had been chosen, but
riagfi out every Saturday. Leave or the Santa Fe officials denied this relers at Murphey's or Plaza hotel
port today.

"

.

HUNGER I

Assails You
f

)
fit

course you know about
our Bakery. Our appetizing CREAM and WHOLE
WHEAT

BREADS

deliriously Jood
a loaf?

SEASON TICKETS

.

1

$1.50

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS

SQc

CHILDKEN UNDER Vd YEARS

35c

are most
Ever try

